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PROJECT SUMMARY
The NEStOR project aims to establish an attractive and modern School Web Radio with Portal which will
facilitate the transnational cooperation across Europe making learning more challenging and promoting Radio
and other cultural products; it will provide the necessary tools and skills in order to successfully incorporate
web-based radio activities into the school's educational settings in an innovative way. The project will provide a
robust and safe online platform for web-based schools radio productions, giving them an educational-oriented
approach, in subjects such as maths, science, languages, history, literature, journalism and also enables various
literacies such as media, information and also critical thinking; enhancing in this way the digital integration in
learning and training. Generally, the radio production is addressed to students without discriminations, while
no strict assessment within the project is required; this explains the reason why it will be a successful method
to motivate all students to learn. Disadvantaged students -even early leavers- will find this very attractive and
alluring. Taking into consideration that the radio as a medium helps disabled students to express themselves
and socialize, the Web Radio Portal will be designed more friendly for such target groups; for example students
with visual disabilities will be given the chance to communicate via the platform with peers and they will find
an new way to learn in a very exciting and new way.
The students participating in transnational co-productions with schools coming from different European
countries, will enrich their creativity and innovation and will improve their skills at the area of media,
journalism and sound engineering, creating for them vocational prospects for the future. In this context the
proposed project will develop basic and transversal skills using an innovative method with educational added
value, the Web Radio Portal. This applies also to students that are already adults and need both challenge and
professional prospects and also skills and dexterities. Both students but also educators and other adult
professionals, will find through the learning community the chance to get more on media and digital literacy.
This is cultivated through online collaboration, exchange of experiences on the implementation of radio shows,
good practices made by other teachers, and help among other professionals and educators, and training
courses and seminars. Through the events all teachers who wish to participate as trainees will have the
opportunity to be trained for the production process of an educational scenario, to learn who to imply training
scenarios in the classroom with support of the mentors of the student radio, within the framework of the
curriculum in primary and secondary schools in their educational system.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This intellectual output reviews and categorizes the relevant literature on the importance of information
Literacy and particularly of the Radio to education. The study considers the goals towards Information Literacy
and the Web Radio as asked by European Union and also UNESCO, OECD and other institutions. The
pedagogical aspects and the educational potential of the web radio are analysed.
The report is organised in two main sections. First, the use of Web Radio in education is reviewed. Aspects,
such as the pedagogical value and activities in Web Radio, the use of music and sound, edutainment, as well as
user generated content are presented and discussed. Then, the importance of Information Literacy in
education is surveyed in depth. Aspects, such as definitions of the term, historical overview, implementation,
standards, models, importance, as well as impact on students’ learning are covered. Furthermore, the concept
is presented as percived by various international institutions.
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1 WEB RADIO IN EDUCATION
1.1 Characteristics of Radio and Web Radio
Among the many available mass media, also including Internet, the radio has a preeminent position and,
historically, it was the first mobile device to be introduced. In fact, radio waves reach the receiver through an
antenna, and since the receiver has low energy demands, it can be small and, hence, portable. Miniaturized
versions of FM radio have been commercialized since 1954, when transistor-based models appeared (Coccoli,
2014).

1.1.1 Advantages of radio
As a medium, radio has several advantages. It encourages, and perhaps requires, listeners to concentrate their
attention and to use their imagination. One of radio's unique strengths is that it provides a "theater of the
mind." In societies in which information is aurally received, radio is a natural extension of this process. This
make it an appealing medium in developing countries where literacy rates are generally low, especially among
the rural poor. Radio has immediacy. It can both convey events immediately, without the time lag resulting
from print, and at the same time, it can create the feeling of being there. It can make the listener feel he or she
is a part of the action at any time and in any place. Radio seems to require greater mental participation than a
purely visual medium does or than television, which is both aural and visual. This is an important feature in
education where one attempts to focus and stimulate mental activity (Imhoof, 1983). Moreover, the radio is
interactive. A high level of interaction with the audience is the main characteristic of many successful
programs, where the speakers read the messages sent by the listeners. In the past, the radio was also used as
educational tool, especially to teach languages to illiterate people. Nowadays, it is employed in developing
countries with the same purpose (Coccoli, 2014).
Radio has a special advantage in countries where there is a strong oral tradition. In a sense, it extends this
tradition and incorporates new kinds of information that can be passed along orally. Well-designed educational
radio programs can both preserve the oral heritage and develop new traditions by radio. By capitalizing on this
oral tradition, a radio-based educational program may make far greater gains than a print-based program,
especially for adults (Imhoof, 1983).
According to Brecht (2012), radio is still the means of mass communication present in most homes, even where
electricity is absent. Its most positive aspect is the guarantee of autonomy in activities realization, which gives
to the listeners the ability to hear concurrently with other tasks (Ogliari & de Souza, 2012).

1.1.2 Web-radio
Recent advancements in technology, which resulted in new devices and tools, concur in innovating the
traditional means of transferring knowledge and communicating ideas and information. In such a dynamic and
multimedia scenario, the focus from now turns on Web-radio (Coccoli, 2014). A unique factor favoured by
educators is that Web 2.0 applications enable learners to connect to and collaborate with others via diverse
interactions and furthermore, to sustain critical, analytical, intuitive and analogical thinking with a massive
exchange of information (Safran, Helic, & Gutl, 2007; Selwyn, 2007, as mentioned in (Huang, Hood, & Yoo,
2014)). Moreover, according to Compaine and Smith (2001), Internet radio has increased the number of
broadcasters as setting up an online web 2.0 resource is free (Lemos Tello, 2012).
Following the development and the evolution of the Internet and the World Wide Web (WWW), the radio has
turned into Web-radio and the users can listen to programs through a browser on a PC, over an Internet
connection. From a very technical point of view, a Web-radio is just a radio station, which broadcasts over the
Internet rather than over the air. Voice and music are digital audio signals (Priestman, 2002, as mentioned in
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(Coccoli, 2014)) and content is delivered through a dedicated streaming server. As a consequence, users can
listen to programs through any device provided with connection and playback capabilities (e.g., a Web browser
on a standard PC, a mobile device with IEEE 802.11 connectivity), not an FM receiver (Coccoli, 2014). Today,
the existence of radio in Internet is usually described around two main categories: the first is terrestrial radio
stations streaming online using a land-based transmitter and webcasting via the Internet at the same time, and
the second is Internet-based radio stations (Web stations) using streaming technologies to webcast programs
that users can listen to only through Internet (Ren & Chan-Olmsted 2004, as mentioned in (Guney, Rizvanoglu,
& Ozturk, 2013)). As we have already mentioned, Web Radio is defined as any entity that is delivering radio
content as an audio stream via Internet. These audio streams may be delivered live or archived to be accessed,
but in both cases these should be created as programming for broadcast (Smith 2002, as mentioned in (Guney,
Rizvanoglu, & Ozturk, 2013)). This means that, despite new options and possibilities existing in the nature of
Internet, Web Radio is generally intended to be seen as a version of old medium and this makes it Internet’s
equivalent to analog radio (Nyre & Ala-Fossi 2008, as mentioned in (Guney, Rizvanoglu, & Ozturk, 2013)).
Especially in the USA, a huge number of Internet radio stations was created, which, not only changed the way
people listened to content (Premkumar, 2003, as mentioned in (Coccoli, 2014)), but also created a brand-new
model of mass media. This evolution, known as the Real Audio format, was favoured by Rob Glaser in April
1995. Real Audio format set a new standard and made it possible to deliver digital audio over the WWW. The
Web-radio dramatically changed the worldwide radiophonic landscape (Lee, 2005, as mentioned in (Coccoli,
2014)). Many Internet radio stations were created from the ground up while many others were introduced as
the Web version of existing broadcasting channels. New models such as the thematic radio stations were
possible and the range of topics covered by radio programs was expanded (Coccoli, 2014).
The radio found on the cyberspace provides the possibility to acquire another temporality, because it makes
available multimedia files, asynchronous transmission, flexibility, and collaboration. Moreover, it straitens the
relationship between listener/user, functioning as a social communication vehicle of local communities and as
a valuable space for the divulgation, socialization and popularization of science, education and technology,
produced by different departments at the teaching institutions. According to Perona Paéz (2010): “The
possibilities offered by Internet, but especially its interactive potential, have helped to the emergence of real
on-line audiovisual platforms whose fundamental aim is media education” (Teixeira & Paez, 2010).

1.1.2.1Web-radio in education
Interactive radio is defined as “an educational methodology that actively engages learners in learning through
carefully designed audio programs, such as radio or cassette” (Learntech, 1994, as mentioned in (Potter &
Naidoo, 2006)). It is based on an educational methodology which aims to involve learners actively in audio
lessons. This is done through the use of activities based on distributed learning, in the sense that both material
to be learned and supporting activities are divided among several segments of the radio lesson, as well as
among different radio lessons in a series (Potter & Naidoo, 2006).
A successful on-going attempt to use and incorporate Web-radio in education is found in Europe, based in
Greece. European School Radio (ESR) (ESR, 2015) is a school radio for all school levels and is implemented by a
large network of associated schools; more than 160 schools and 40 students applied independently in Greece
and 8 in Europe. It is on air 24 hours 365 days a year with scheduled music and broadcasts program. The ESR is
an original initiative which is placed in a wider educational philosophy and wants the student to look at school
as a place of creativity and expression. The ESR shows the ideas, the creations, the concerns of the school
community. It answers to the quests for a more dynamic and direct way of contact and education of children
with the wider environment, taking into consideration the great interests toward new technologies. ESR urges
school pupils to view school as a place of participation, expression and creativity and it can contribute to:
 Connecting School to local and wider Community
 Connecting Schools to each other in a network of contact and cooperation
 Promoting a positive climate to the school environment.
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Participatinz in the radio is a developing process.

Through this team-activity children can among other things:
 Develop co-operative and communication skills in order to improve their contact with other people
 Develop a critical thinking so that they are going to be able to judge the information they receive
(ESR, 2015).
The first interactive radio project was initiated in 1974 in Nicaragua. Following promising results, the model
was then replicated with USAID support in a number of other developing countries in Latin America, Africa, and
Asia, with emphasis on teaching mathematics and science, and also on teaching English and the language arts
more generally. In the 1980s, 11 additional interactive radio projects were implemented, in Thailand, Kenya,
Nepal, the Dominican Republic, Papua New Guinea, Honduras, Bolivia, Lesotho, Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Belize
(USAID, 1990, as mentioned in (Potter & Naidoo, 2006)). Following the Nicaraguan model, the design of the
interactive radio lessons targeted basic skills through repeated, focused instruction, with varying emphasis on
the role of the teacher in supporting the learning process (Moulton, 1994, as mentioned in (Potter & Naidoo,
2006)), and working within a paradigm which was essentially behaviourist in orientation (Perraton, 2000, as
mentioned in (Potter & Naidoo, 2006)).
According to Perraton and Creen (2002) there are three general approaches to the use of radio broadcasting in
education. First is the direct class teaching, where broadcast programming substitutes for teachers on a
temporary basis. Second is the school broadcasting, where broadcast programming provides complementary
teaching and learning resources not otherwise available and third is the general educational programming over
community, national and international stations that provide general and informal educational opportunities
(Tinio, 2003). The best documented example of the direct class teaching approach is Interactive Radio
Instruction (IRI). This consists of ready-made 20-30 minute direct teaching and learning exercises to the
classroom on a daily basis. The radio lessons are developed around specific learning objectives at particular
levels of math, science, health and languages in national curricula. Their intention is to improve the quality of
classroom teaching and to act as a structured aid to poorly trained classroom teachers in under-resourced
schools (Ibid, p. 13, as mentioned in (Tinio, 2003)). As far as school broadcasting is concerned, it is geared to
national curricula and developed for a range of subject areas. Its role is to enrich the traditional classroom
instruction. Teachers are those who decide how they will integrate the broadcast materials into their classes. In
developing countries, school broadcasts are often a result of a partnership between the Ministry of Education
and the Ministry of Information. Finally, according to general educational programming, any radio
programming with informational and educational value can be considered under this type, f.e. the Farm Radio
Show (Nwaerondu & Thompson, 2002, as mentioned in (Tinio, 2003)).

1.1.2.2Incorporation and Effect of Web-radio as educational tool
Though sometimes overshadowed by TV, radio represents a medium capable of reaching a wide geographic
audience at a relatively low production cost with proven educational results (Couch, 1997, as mentioned in
(Arulchelvan & Viswanathan, 2008)). Studies by the United Kingdom Open University have demonstrated that
radio has a greater value for weak students who benefit from radio as a supplementary learning tool. The
Agency for International Development has shown that radio is more cost-effective and has greater learning
effect in education (Kumar, Vyas & Sharma, 2004, Kumar & Sharma, 2004, Kumar, Sharma & Vyas, 2003, Tripp
& Roby, 1996, as mentioned in (Arulchelvan & Viswanathan, 2008)). Radio has the advantage of teaching
subjects in which classroom teachers are deficient or untrained. An added benefit for multi-grade classrooms is
that it provides instruction for one group of students while the teacher works with another group.
In India, radio is successfully used for rural education and development (Long, 1984, as mentioned in
(Arulchelvan & Viswanathan, 2008)). Various agencies at the level of conventional and distance universities are
making use of radio for broadcasting their educational content as a cheap local supplementary alternative. The
educational radio efforts indicate that radio can be an effective medium for delivering quality education and
training to those in need (Vyas, Sharma & Kumar, 2002a, as mentioned in (Arulchelvan & Viswanathan, 2008)).
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Reports confirm that radio has supported educational programs in a wide range of subject areas in many
different countries from the beginning. Nwaerondu & Thompson (1987) reported that Switzerland used radio
for public health purposes. Mali and Mexico are effectively using radio for literacy training and other programs.
The Philippines uses radio for nutrition education, and Sri Lanka for family planning health. The Dominican
Republic and Paraguay each use radio for the development of primary education. Radio is used as an effective
supplementary medium to teach mathematics to school children in Thailand (Arulchelvan & Viswanathan,
2008).
Educational radio has been employed within a wide variety of instructional design contexts. It is sometimes
designed so as to permit and encourage listener reaction and comment. There is provision for the audience to
raise questions and to receive feedback. Sweeney & Parlato (1982) concluded that radio plays an effective
educational role both as the sole medium and in conjunction with print and group support. For example, in
Nicaragua, students who were taught through radio lessons achieved significantly higher scores than those
taught through regular classroom instruction. Bansal & Chaudhary (1999), in their evaluative study, found
higher student participation in interactive radio sessions than in teleconferences or face-to-face personal
contact sessions. Satyanarayana & Sesharatnam (2000) pointed out that radio is useful in providing remedial
tutorials, as well as some other forms of tutorial-based feedback such as providing corrections, alterations or
updates to material (Arulchelvan & Viswanathan, 2008).
For Montoya and Villa (2006), school radio is not only the studio and the microphone; radio broadcasting is the
dynamics between words, imagination, creation, music, and sound effects. ese elements permit users to
narrate stories, which lead to discussions about real life and experiences (Montoya & Villa, 2006, as mentioned
in (Lemos Tello, 2012)). Montoya and Villa (2006), as part of the team that has led the inclusion of radio in the
Bogotá public school system, have determined the following elements of radio language: music, words, silences
(blanks) and sound effects (Lemos Tello, 2012). The human voice creates a powerful presence with which a
listener may identify. Voiced words convey attitude, emotion, color, and energy (Burge, Norquay, Roberts, and
Toppings, 1987, as mentioned in (Maskow, 2000)). They also can convince, persuade, excite the imagination,
and contextualize difficult concepts. On radio a teacher can persuade a learner to search out information,
evaluate perspectives, and contemplate alternatives or to assess outcomes and reflect on judgments. A radio
voice can support the kinds of learning that require the listener to think, question, analyze, and develop
conceptual frameworks. Open College staff has found that radio is well suited as a learning technology for
formal courses in history, poetry, comparative literature, and some social sciences (Maskow, 2000).

1.1.2.3Narrative Speech in Web-radio
Web Radio is directly connected to narrative speech, since the messages are only transmitted through the
sound. If it is not just for fun, the listener must listen very carefully in order to be able to decode in the right
way the message he/she gets. So, it is important for the listener to acquire some knowledge on the prosodic
and paralinguistic features of speech.
Crystal (1969) makes a useful distinction on phonetic and functional grounds between prosodic features on the
one hand, these being characterized by variations in pitch, loudness, duration and silence, and paralinguistic
features on the other hand, being vocal but independent of pitch, loudness, and duration for their
identification. While prosodic features are a necessary component of all speech, paralinguistic features may be
absent, and allow for more idiosyncrasy in their realization (Roach, Stibbard, Osborne, Arnfield, & Setter,
1998).
Crystal & Quirk (1974) make a gradient distinction between prosodic and paralinguistic features in speech
(Crystal & Quirk, 1974). At the prosodic end of the scale are features such as intonation, which unambiguously
exhibit linguistic patterning, and at the other end of the scale are features such as voice quality or clicking
noises, which do not. Paralinguistic features are divided by Crystal & Quirk into two types: voice qualities and
voice qualifications. Voice qualities are due to different modes of phonation, and include normal voice,
falsetto, whisper, creak, huskiness, and breathiness. Voice qualifications are non-linguistic vocal effects running
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through or interrupting speech and include laughing, giggling, tremulousness, sobbing and crying. Prosodic
features, on the other hand, consist of features of tempo, prominence, pitch range rhythmicality, tension,
pause and intonation. Let’s analyze them a little bit, so as to clarify these terms.
Tempo refers to speech rate and has two different manifestations according to whether it is perceived over
polysyllabic stretches or on single syllables. On polysyllabic stretches we can have either simple tempo (f.e. fast
or slow speech), or complex tempo (accelerating and decelerating speech rate. On the single syllable, tempo is
either clipped or drawled. Features of prominence (perceived loudness) can again be either simple, that is
quiet or loud, or complex. The description of pitch range on individual syllables is complicated by the effect of
prominence and the intonation system, but on polysyllabic stretches and on the nuclear syllable is either
simple (low or high) or complex (monotone, narrow or wide). Rhythmicality depends on three discrete factors:
perceived regularity of stresses, being either rhythmic or arhythmic, sharpness of pitch variation and
prominence, classified as either spiky or glissando, and variation in prominence alone without reference to
pitch (staccato or legato). Tension refers to the precision of articulatory gestures and may be either slurred, as
in drunken speech, lax, tense, ox precise. Pauses may be silent or voiced and are classified on perceived
deviation from a speaker's norm as having four degrees of duration: brief; unit; double, or treble. Finally, we
have intonation patterns (pitch direction) which may be simple (fall, rise or level), complex (fall-rise or rise-fall),
or compound (fall-plus-rise; rise-plus-fall).
Ochs (1979) asserts that there are 4 kinds of discourse: unplanned written, unplanned spoken, planned written
and planned spoken. She identifies then, the following characteristics of informal spoken discourse: a)
dependence on morphosyntactic structures which are learned early in life, b) reliance on immediate context to
express relationships between propositions, c) preference for deictic modifiers (this man), d) avoidance of
relative clauses, e)preponderance of repair mechanisms, f) use of parallelism: repetition of phonemes, lexical
items and similar syntactic constructions, g) tendency to begin narrative in past tense and switch to present
(Ochs, E., 1979, Planned and unplanned discourse. In Givón, p. 51-80, as mentioned in (Tannen, 1982)).
In comparing spoken and written language, Chafe (1979a) identifies many of the features noted by Ochs. He
explains their occurrence by observing that written language is characterized by a high degree of integrationmade possible, he says, by the slowness of writing and the speed of reading. Spoken language, in contrast, is
characterized by fragmentation, resulting in part from the spurt-like nature of speech which probably reflects
the jerky nature of thought. However, spoken language exhibits a high degree of involvement, in contrast to
the detachment of written language. Chafe (1979a) also notes that spoken discourse presents propositions
without overtly marking their relationship to each other, or with the minimal cohesive conjunction. Written
discourse, by contrast, uses subordinating conjunctions, subject deletion, and other complex morphosyntactic
constructions to achieve cohesion. There is slightly less information in the written version, but the written
text is far shorter than the decreased information accounts for. The most striking difference is the increased
integration or compactness of the written text. In contrast, the spoken passage is fragmented, as a result of
numerous pauses, false starts, fillers, repetitions, and backtracks. In general, the sequence of information
seems to follow the speaker's thoughts, whereas the written version combines ideas in a single sentence
(Chafe, 1979a, as mentioned in (Tannen, 1982)).
Instead of having students making a radio show in an informal way following all the aforementioned
characteristics of informal spoken discourse, we can have students reading something that they have prepared
in advance. In that case, we have to do with planned written discourse which has some other features. These
are a) complex morphosyntactic structures learned later in life, b) lexicalization of relationships between
propositions in formal cohesive devices and topic sentences, c) preference for definite and indefinite articles (a
man, the man), d) use of relative clauses, e) absence of repair mechanisms, f) less use of parallelism and g)
tendency to use past tense in narrative (Ochs, E., 1979, Planned and unplanned discourse. In Givón, p. 51-80, as
mentioned in (Tannen, 1982)).
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1.2 Pedagogical Aspects of Activities in Web Radio
1.2.1 Social constructivism
Constructivists such as Piaget, Dewey and Vygotsky support that students arrive in any learning situation with a
range of prior knowledge and experience which influences how they respond to new information (Dewey,
1929), (Vygotsky, 1978), (Piaget, 1954).
Out of all constructivists, we will talk about Vygotsky, because he is known for the theory of social
constructivism. This theory maintains that knowledge is a socially negotiated product. Vygotsky argued that
people acquire knowledge through two kinds of activity, inter-psychological, or among people, and intrapsychological, or within their-selves. The fundamental nature of social constructivism is collaborative social
interaction. It emphasizes on the importance of social exchanges for cognitive growth. Students develop
knowledge through an active construction process. This means that they must built their own understanding.
Understanding is facilitated by exchanges that occur through social interaction, through questioning and
explaining, challenging and offering support and feedback (Vygotsky, 1978).
The concept of learning communities is considered to be the ideal learning culture for group instruction (Brown
A. L., 1994). These communities focus on helping group members learn by supporting one another. It is clear
that Vygotsky believed that interaction with others and with the cultural environment contributes to human
cognitive development if the interaction takes place within the zone of one’s potential development (Vygotsky,
1978).
The zone of one’s potential development is known as Vygotsky’s concept of zone of proximal development
(Kosulin, 1986). This means that, when children work on tasks that cannot be accomplished alone but can be
successfully completed with the assistance of a person competent in the task, they are said to be working
within their zone of proximal development. The zone of proximal development provides a conceptual basis for
explaining the five basic elements of cooperative learning: positive interdependence, face to face interaction,
individual accountability, small group and interpersonal skills, and group self-evaluation (Johnson D. , Johnson,
Holubec, & Roy, 1984), (Slavin, 1996).
The theory of social constructivism is strongly related to Web Radio, since the last is based on interaction of
students either from the same class or from different classes. This interaction can also take place among
students of different schools. The students cooperate to produce a broadcast, exchange ideas, help one
another and share responsibilities. Moreover, the students that participate probably don’t have the same
cognitive level. At this point, Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development can be found to be very useful. For
example, those students who are from a lower level receive help from the more competent peers and take
responsibilities, that may avoid in the context of classroom. Thus, social exchange leads to the cognitive growth
of all participants of a certain broadcast and the knowledge produced is finally a socially negotiated product.

1.2.2 Cooperative learning
Cooperation is working together to accomplish shared goals and cooperative learning is the instructional use
of small groups so that students work together to maximize their own and each other’s learning. Group
students are given two responsibilities: to learn the assigned material and make sure that all members of their
group do likewise. This is the way to reach their learning goals. Students discuss the material to be learned with
each other, help and assist each other to understand it and encourage each other to work hard (Johnson &
Johnson, Cooperative classrooms, cooperative schools, 1991).
Advice on using cooperative learning effectively includes that groups are more effective when they are small
(2-4members), heterogeneous (have different perspectives and skills), have a group goal, and cannot
accomplish the task by themselves (i.e., the goal is a single product signed by all group members (Johnson &
Johnson, 2008).
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There are 3 different learning groups in cooperative learning (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec, Advanced
cooperative learning , 1998), (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec, Cooperation in the classroom, 1998). Formal
cooperative learning groups consists of students working together, for one class period or several weeks, to
achieve shared learning goals and complete specific tasks and assignments. Informal cooperative learning
groups consist of having students work together to achieve a joint learning goal in temporary, ad-hoc groups
that last from a few minutes to one class period. Cooperative base groups are long-term, heterogeneous
cooperative learning groups of 3-4 members with stable membership. Base groups give the support, help,
encouragement, and assistance each member needs to make academic progress (attend class, complete all
assignments, learn) and (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec, Cooperation in the classroom, 1998)develop cognitively
and socially in healthy ways. Base groups meet daily in elementary school and twice a week in secondary
school, or whenever the class meets.
Johnson, Johnson and Smith (1998) listed five elements essential for successful cooperative learning groups
(Deutsch, 1962). First, there must be positive interdependence in that members of the group understand that
they should learn together to accomplish their goal. Second, there must be promotive interaction in that
students interact face-to-face in the group. Third, there must be individual and group accountability in that
members are held responsible for their own contribution to the group’s success. Fourth, there must be group
processing in that members reflect on their collaborative efforts and decide on ways to improve effectiveness.
Fifth, there must be the development of small-group interpersonal skills such as giving constructive feedback,
involving each member, and reaching a consensus ( (Johnson D. W., Reaching out: interpersonal effectiveness
and self-actualization , 2009), ( (Johnson & Johnson, Joining together: group theory and group skills, 2009).
According to what was mentioned before, Web Radio is based on the framework of cooperative learning
theory, since small groups of students create broadcastings. Every group has a certain goal, that needs the
cooperation of all members to be fulfilled. The members of each group have for sure different skills and are of
different cognitive level, since they take part because they want to. Moreover, there is no specific rule for the
establishment of each group. According to the three different learning groups in cooperative learning, which
was mentioned before, the groups that are about to product a broadcast can be either formal, or base
cooperative groups.
There are some studies that support the interaction between radio and cooperative learning. McGroathy
(1989, as sited by Olsen & Kagan, 1992) identified some benefits of planning and implementing cooperative
learning activities in acquiring English as a second language through the use of a radio show ( (Olsen & Kagan,
1992)). Similar were the results of Lemos Tello C. N. (2012). He found that there is a positive correlation
between the participation of students in an online radio show that foster speaking confidence and the use of a
cooperative learning strategy (Tello, 2012).

1.2.3 Situated learning and communities of practice
Situated cognition, or situated learning, has made a significant impact on educational thinking since it was first
expressed by Brown, Collins and Duguid in their article: ‘Situated cognition and the culture of learning’ which
appeared in the Educational Researcher in 1989 (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). Based on the work of some
of the great educational thinkers, including Vygotsky and Dewey, the authors also referred with respect to Jean
Lave, whose work has been determinant in providing the research base for the theory (Lave, J. and Wenger, E.
(1991). Situated learning: Legitimate peripheral participation. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press).
In proposing their model of situated cognition, Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989) argued that meaningful
learning will only take place if it is embedded in the social and physical context within which it will be used.
However, situated activity is anything but a simple concept. It is a general theoretical perspective that
generates interconnected theories of perception, cognition, language, teaming, agency, the social world, and
their interrelations (Lave, Situating learning in communities of practice, 1991). In situated learning theory,
learning is not simply about developing one’s knowledge and practice. It also involves a process of
understanding who we are and in which communities of practice we belong and are accepted (Handley, Sturdy,
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Fincham, & Clark, 2006). At this point, students who are engaged in Web radio activities, create a group which
has its own rules and goals and where all the members are acceptable.
The intellectual goal of situated cognition is acquiring cognitive skills and strategies. This occurs through
sustained participation within the community (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989), (Lave, Cognition in practice:
Mind, mathematics and culture in everyday practice, 1988), (Lave, The culture of acquisition and the practice of
understanding, 1990), (Lave & Wenger, Situated learning: Legitimate peripheral participation, 1991). Collins et
al. explained that in situated learning students are able to see how experts tackle problems and, then, they
learn to solve problems in the same way by learning through guided experience (Collins, Brown, & Newman,
1989).
A critical aspect of the situated learning model is the notion of the apprentice observing the ‘community of
practice’. Lave and Wenger (1991) proposed that participation in a culture of practice can be observation from
the boundary or ‘legitimate peripheral participation’. As learning and involvement in the culture increase, the
participant moves from the role of observer to fully functioning agent. Legitimate peripheral participation
enables the learner to progressively piece together the culture of the group and what it means to be a member
(Lave & Wenger, Situated learning: Legitimate peripheral participation, 1991). Thus, newcomers to a
community must come to understand the community’s culture and norms in order to participate (Barab,
Barnett, & Squire, 2002).
Something like that happens when a student enters in one of the Web Radio’s groups. The newcomer in a
group tries to understand how it works, and, gradually, he becomes an integral part of it. Learning by imitating
is a basic rule of learning and it helps students to become more active, while they try to become equal
members of a team.

1.2.4 Self-determination theory
Self-determination theory, when applied in education, is concerned primarily with promoting in students an
interest in learning, a valuing of education, and a confidence in their own capacities and attributes. These
outcomes are manifestations of being intrinsically motivated and internalizing values. Self-determination
theory makes a distinction between those behaviors that are intentional and those that are motivated (Deci,
Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991).
The theory focuses primarily on three needs, competence, relatedness, and autonomy (or self-determination).
Competence involves understanding how to attain various external and internal outcomes and being able to
perform the requisite actions. Relatedness involves developing secure and satisfying connections with others in
one's social milieu and autonomy refers to being self-initiating and self-regulating of one's own actions (Deci,
Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991).
Intrinsically motivated behaviors are engaged in for the pleasure and satisfaction derived from their
performance. When somebody is intrinsically motivated, is engaged in activities that interest him, without
having the feeling of material rewards (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991).
Extrinsically motivated behaviors, on the other hand, are instrumental in nature. When somebody is
extrinsically motivated, he is engaged in activities that are engaged with some specific consequences. Thus,
they were assumed not to be self-determined (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991).
Previous research has widely used motivation theory to explain individual’s behavior of accepting information
technology. Deci (1975) divided the motivations underlying individual’s behavior into extrinsic motivation and
intrinsic motivation (Deci, Intrinsic motivation, 1975). Extrinsic motivation refers to committing an action
because of its perceived helpfulness in achieving value (e.g., the performance of improvement), while intrinsic
motivation refers to committing an action because of interest in the action itself, rather than external
reinforcement (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw).
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Later studies (Kim et al., 2007, Lin & Bhattacherjee, 2008, Lu & Su, 2009, Moon & Kim, 2001, Teo et al., 1999,
van der Heijden, 2004, as mentioned in (Lin & Lu, 2011)) found usefulness to be an extrinsic motivation, and
perceived enjoyment an intrinsic motivation. These two motivations affect the individual’s intention to use
information technology. Kim et al. (2007) pointed out that perceived benefit affects the individual’s use of
information technology (Kim, Chan, & Gupta, 2007). Based on these reasons, K.-Y. Lin and H.-P. Lu (2011)
found that extrinsic benefit (usefulness) and intrinsic benefit (enjoyment) are the components of individual’s
perceived benefit in social networking sites (Lin & Lu, 2011).
According to the aforementioned, students that are engaged in activities that have to do with Web Radio, may
be reinforced either by extrinsic, or by intrinsic motivations. First of all, participating in Web Radio activities, it’s
not something they have to do according to the curriculum. So, they don’t expect to have f.e. better grades,
which is an extrinsic motivation. On the other hand, many factors could motivate them, f.e. more “likes” on
facebook from peers that listen to their broadcastings, finding new friends and becoming more popular, feeling
nice when contributing with other peers in terms of broadcasting, improvement in certain fields that are
connected with the subjects of broadcasting, improvement in the use of language, gaining more confidence,
while being exposed to the audience and so on. To sum up, some students are engaged in Web Radio activities
for the pleasure and satisfaction derived from their performance, while some others are waiting for material
rewards.

1.3 Activities in Web Radio
1.3.1 Digital storytelling
One of the activities that could take place in a school Web Radio is digital storytelling. The power of storytelling
as a pedagogical tool has been perceived since the beginning of mankind, and in later times, for e-Learning
(Neal, 2001, as mentioned in (Elahi, Mahmood, Shazadi, & Jamshed, 2015)). Stories are the combination of
listening, speaking, reading and writing skills. Children process stories by using their conductive power,
storyteller gesture and poster to understand the meanings of words rather than reproduce the story. This
procedure boots the learning of children about world and culture, and advances the learner’s cognitive and
reasoning skills (Setyarini, 2012, Abrashid, 2012, Dolokova, 2008, as mentioned in (Elahi, Mahmood, Shazadi, &
Jamshed, 2015)).

1.3.1.1Storytelling in education
Storytelling has been included in curricula associated with literacy (Campbell, 2012; Yang, 2012, as mentioned
in (Starcic, Cotic, Solomonides, & Volk, 2016)), mathematics (Albano & Pierri, 2014; Casey, Kersh & Young,
2004, as mentioned in (Starcic, Cotic, Solomonides, & Volk, 2016)), history and earth science. It is described in
the literature on constructivist learning as facilitating student-centred learning through student engagement
and reflection for deep learning (Barrett, 2006; Psomos & Kordaki, 2012, as mentioned in (Starcic, Cotic,
Solomonides, & Volk, 2016)). It has also the potential to engage learners in critical thinking and problem solving
(Gaeta et al, 2014, (Starcic, Cotic, Solomonides, & Volk, 2016)), providing situational context and structural
relationships (Jonassen, 2003), and structure and sequencing for narrative topics (Gaeta et al, 2014; Psomos &
Kordaki, 2012, as mentioned in (Starcic, Cotic, Solomonides, & Volk, 2016)). Mathematical problem-solving
teaching strategies that include storytelling (Casey et al, 2004, as mentioned in (Starcic, Cotic, Solomonides, &
Volk, 2016)) and provide a meaningful context connecting mathematics and literature (Casey et al, 2004;
Wilburne & Napoli, 2008, as mentioned in (Starcic, Cotic, Solomonides, & Volk, 2016)) may support the
conceptual understanding of mathematical problems, structures and problem-solving skills (Jonassen, 2003, as
mentioned in (Starcic, Cotic, Solomonides, & Volk, 2016)) and increase mathematical literacy for the
interpretation of mathematics in various contexts (Albano & Pierri, 2014, as mentioned in (Starcic, Cotic,
Solomonides, & Volk, 2016)).
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Jonassen (2003) believes that story problems are the most common form of problem solving in education. He
argued that story problems are found in simple combine problems and complex problems in advanced
mathematics and physics. Schiro (2004), for example, used digital storytelling to teach students algorithms and
problem solving through several stages of learning in order to help them develop mathematical skills. He
argued that digital stories, with other materials like worksheets, not only present mathematical skills that
students need to learn but also situate the mathematics in a context that is interesting, engaging and relevant
(Sadik, 2008). More generally, storytelling is a powerful pedagogical technique in technical and scientific
education for better learning outcomes (Standley, 2003, as mentioned in (Elahi, Mahmood, Shazadi, &
Jamshed, 2015)).

1.3.1.2Elements and steps of digital storytelling
In the late 1980s, Joe Lambert and Dana Atchley helped create the digital storytelling movement as cofounders
of the Center for Digital Storytelling. This Center is also known for developing and disseminating the Seven
elements of Digital Storytelling. These are the following: the main point of the story, the key question that
keeps the viewer’s attention, the emotional content that connects the story to the audience, how the
storyteller personalizes the story to help the audience understand the context, the soundtracks that support
the storyline, how to tell the story without overloading the viewer and how slowly or quickly the story
progresses (Robin, 2008).
Lambert (2002) claimed that the seven elements of digital storytelling connect with the traits of effective
writing: point-of-view with organization, a dramatic question (i.e., story structure) with ideas and content,
emotional content with voice, voice with word choice, pacing with sentence fluency, economy with
conventions, and a sound track with presentation. Lambert also suggested which narrative topics (e.g.,
character, adventure, travel stories, etc.) were useful for digital stories (Gregory, Steelman, & Caverly, 2009).
In 2006, Robin expanded the seven-element list to ten elements adding the quality of the images, the good
grammar and the good language (Gregori-Signes, 2008). This helps a lot when the students have to learn a
foreign language because they have to do a thorough review of spoken versus written discourse features that
may be useful to include in their storytelling. The effectiveness of DST has been demonstrated for developing
listening comprehension skills in elementary school English as a second language learners (Tsou, Wang, &
Tzeng, 2006; Verdugo & Belmonte, 2007, as mentioned in (Yang & Wu, 2012)).
Kajder (2004) suggested six steps to composing a digital story: determining the point to be made, searching for
supporting information and artifacts, storyboarding the organization of the digital story, group editing of the
narrative script followed by revision, construction of the digital movies with music and oral narration, and then
screening or publishing on the web ( (Gregory, Steelman, & Caverly, 2009)). The basic process for creating
digital stories includes drafting a storyboard sketch about how the story would be told and how various
technologies would be organized (Lambert, 2010, as mentioned in (Gyabak & Godina, 2011)). The storyboard
can be compared to a concept map that previous researchers have found instrumental for enhancing the
sequential quality of the story being composed (Liu, Chen, Shih, Huang, & Liu, 2011, as mentioned in (Gyabak &
Godina, 2011)). Digital stories are typically short narratives presented within about five minutes. Students
composing a digital story orchestrate a myriad of elements and planning becomes an essential step in the
digital storytelling process. Burmark (2004) has reported that digital storytelling is an effective approach for
helping students collect information, create new ideas, and organize their knowledge, which can improve the
students' comprehension of the learning content. Robin (2008) has indicated that digital storytelling not only
engages students in discussing the topics presented in the story, but also helps them organize their findings
and conceptions in a more understandable way (Hung, Hwang, & Huang, 2012).
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1.3.1.3Effect of Digital storytelling in education
Digital storytelling (DS) first appeared in the early 1990s through simple narrated video. In the last decade,
digital storytelling has found quick entry into all levels of pedagogy, beyond the formal classroom (Coiro,
Knobel, Lankshear, & Leu, 2009, as mentioned in (Gregory, Steelman, & Caverly, 2009)) as well as the formal
curriculum for teaching 21st century skills (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009, as mentioned in (Gregory,
Steelman, & Caverly, 2009)). Sample digital storytelling projects can be found in primary school (Scott County
Schools, 2009, as mentioned in (Gregory, Steelman, & Caverly, 2009)), secondary school (KQED, 2004, as
mentioned in (Gregory, Steelman, & Caverly, 2009)), and in college (McLellan, 2007, as mentioned in (Gregory,
Steelman, & Caverly, 2009)). Pedersen (1995) says that storytelling is the original form of teaching. It is a simple
but powerful method to help students to make sense of the complex and unordered world of experience by
crafting story lines (Bruner 1990; Gils 2005, as mentioned in (Sadik, 2008)). Although storytelling is not new,
the idea of digital storytelling is new (Meadows 2003, as mentioned in (Sadik, 2008)). Meadows (2003) believes
that digital storytelling is the social practice of telling stories that makes use of low cost digital cameras, non
linear authoring tools and computers to create short multimedia stories.
From another point of view, there is interactive storytelling, which is a story creation process involving the use
of media. The difference between interactive storytelling and digital storytelling is that in the first there is
interaction and the stories are acted out. In this process, a narrative is presented by the users (Cavazza et al.
2007, as mentioned in (Yilmaz & Goktas, 2016)). They can use images, music, and sound to add dynamics to the
story (Chung 2007, as mentioned in (Yilmaz & Goktas, 2016)). In interactive storytelling systems, children
fictionalize their stories, the system records their voices and movement, and then the story is acted out (Fridin
2014, as mentioned in (Yilmaz & Goktas, 2016)). Technological tools provide more interaction and stimulate
the imagination of children by improving the storytelling experience (Kara et al. 2014 as mentioned in (Yilmaz &
Goktas, 2016)). When compared to traditional storytelling activities, interactive storytelling brings more
alternatives in developing stories, enhances story- tellers’ imagination and creativity (Stapleton et al. 2002, as
mentioned in (Yilmaz & Goktas, 2016)), and provides educators with a range of options that facilitate learning
using interactive tools (Alsumait and Al- Musawi 2013, as mentioned in (Yilmaz & Goktas, 2016)5). Interactive
storytelling is mainly about engaging, enjoying, stimulating, creating, and collaborating and is essential for the
new generation sometimes referred to as digital natives (Alsumait and Al-Musawi 2013, as mentioned in
(Yilmaz & Goktas, 2016)).

1.3.1.3.1 Social learning
Previous researchers have encountered how digital storytelling can enhance social learning within rural
communities (Reitmaier, Bidwell, & Marsden, 2011, as mentioned in (Gyabak & Godina, 2011)). Other
advantages of digital storytelling in the classroom include how it encourages creativity among children through
social interaction (Carbonaro et al., 2008, as mentioned in (Gyabak & Godina, 2011)).

1.3.1.3.2 Learners as creators of content
Digital stories give chance to youngsters to be inventors of content, to be creators, to share what they need to
say. This capacity for self-expression at an early age provides a strong basis upon which to develop the problem
solver, imaginative scholars (Elahi, Mahmood, Shazadi, & Jamshed, 2015). Moreover, telling and listening to
stories shapes early learning and can even influence the nature of their intelligence (Schank, 1990; Tsou, 2003
as mentioned in (Yang & Wu, 2012)). Sims (2004) suggests that the process of listening to and telling stories
includes many critical elements, as storytellers must use critical thinking such as deductions and interpretations
to persuade their audience ( (Yang & Wu, 2012)). Compared to conventional storytelling, digital storytelling
audiences are viewed not only as listeners but also as learners who can interact and shape the story (Domer et
al. 2002, as mentioned in (Sadik, 2008)).
Digital storytelling has the advantage of engaging three different senses: hands, eyes and ears. It also increases
students’ technical literacy (Van Gils, 2005, as mentioned in (Elahi, Mahmood, Shazadi, & Jamshed, 2015)).
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Students work as readers and writers, but also as screenwriters, artists, designers, and directors” (Kajder et al.,
2004, as mentioned in (Behmer, 2005)). Students cross the boundary from “learner” to “contributor.” The real
power behind digital storytelling is the knowledge and ability to use new tools to teach the old tradition of stor
ytelling (Standley, 2003, as mentioned in (Behmer, 2005)).

1.3.1.3.3 Creativity and cognitive processes
Storytelling, with the help of technology, has turned into interactive story activities, supporting children’s
imagination and creativity through sound, graphic and other multimedia elements (Meltz 1999 cited in Cassell
and Ryokai 2001, as mentioned in (Yilmaz & Goktas, 2016)). Creativity in stories is closely related to individual
imagination. The more imagination and description used in a story, the more creativity occurs. In addition,
using imaginative objects is important factor for creativity. Imaginative objects are defined as fantasy objects
that children transform into realistic objects (Sheldon and Rohleder 1995, as mentioned in (Yilmaz & Goktas,
2016)). Descriptive language may be an important factor because it enriches the narrative and reflects creative
use of language. Maloney and Hopkins (1973) stated that written narratives that include more adjectives are
more creative than those with fewer (Yilmaz & Goktas, 2016).
In the DS process, individuals play an active role. Gallets (2005) study, which examined the effects of
storytelling and story reading on the memory of first and second grade primary school students, found that the
students in the group where stories were told were more engaged in the process, their thinking and
imaginative skills were more developed and their mental processes played a more active role. According to
Aina (1999), this can be explained by the fact that storytelling requires more imagination in comparison to
story reading (Sarica & Usluel, 2016).

1.3.1.3.4 Writing skills
Moreover, according to Ohler (2013), digital storytelling contains authentic writing, through which the writing
skills of students can be developed in a unique and satisfying manner. When students are fully engaged in the
writing process, they embrace their stories and participate in the digital story creation process more effectively
by developing a good scenario (Xu, Park, & Baek, 2011, as mentioned in (Sarica & Usluel, 2016)). Previous
studies have shown that digital storytelling develops students' writing skills and can be used as an effective
learning tool, particularly in computer-assisted language acquisition. (Abdollahpour & Maleki, 2012;
Bumgarner, 2012; Campbell, 2012; Chuang, Kuo, Chiang, Su, & Chang, 2013; Kuo, Chiang, Lin, Cao, & Yen, 2012;
Xu et al., 2011; Yoon, 2012, as mentioned in (Sarica & Usluel, 2016))

1.3.1.3.5 Multimedia in DS
Digital Storytelling uses multimedia to engage students in reading and writing activities for authentic purposes
(Kajder, 2004, as mentioned in (Gyabak & Godina, 2011)). Creating a digital story involves making connections
to visual imagery, audio, and can also include the insertion of digital text. The combination of various media
motivates students in a different manner than interacting with traditional printed text (Coiro, 2003; Reinking,
Labbo, & Kieffer, 1999, as mentioned in (Gyabak & Godina, 2011)). Digital storytelling stresses two motivational
constructs: task value and self-efficacy for learning. Task value typically refers to students’ judgments on the
interest, usefulness, and importance of the course content (Pintrich, Smith, Garcia, & Mckeachie, 1993, as
mentioned in (Yang & Wu, 2012)), while self-efficacy refers to the judgment of one’s capability to perform an
academic task (Pintrich, 1999, as mentioned in (Yang & Wu, 2012)). Research has shown that the application of
technology improves student learning motivation and performance in technology-rich classrooms (Jonassen,
2000, Roblyer & Edwards, 2000, as mentioned in (Yang & Wu, 2012)).

1.3.1.3.6 Content-area subject matter
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Most examples of digital storytelling primarily focus on personal narratives, but some research suggests digital
storytelling is a useful vehicle for students understanding content-area subject matter (Valkanova & Watts,
2007, as mentioned in (Gyabak & Godina, 2011)). Apart from these, digital storytelling can be beneficial for
English language learners to engage academic forms of literacy encountered at school (Rance-Roney, 2010, as
mentioned in (Gyabak & Godina, 2011)).

1.3.1.3.7 Teacher development
From the teacher’s point of view, their professional development can benefit from digital storytelling, because
through this method they can make the connection between the subject they teach and other subjects to
provide a more meaningful context for learning. Moreover, digital storytelling can be used to encourage
teachers themselves to prepare their own stories about their classrooms and students and connect with peers
in other schools to build their own collaborative learning spaces (Sadik, 2008).

1.3.1.3.8 21st century skills
Multiple types of literacy are accommodated by digital storytelling, including digital literacy, multicultural
literacy, technology literacy, visual literacy, and information literacy (Robin, 2008, as mentioned in (Gregory,
Steelman, & Caverly, 2009)). Perhaps the greatest benefit of storytelling in the classroom may be found when
students are given the task of creating their own digital stories, either individually or as members of a small
group. This creative work provides students with a strong foundation in what many educators (Brown, Bryan, &
Brown, 2005; Jakes, 2006; Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2004) have begun calling 21st Century Literacy,
Digital Age Literacies, or 21st Century Skills. Digital literacy has to do with the ability to communicate with an
ever-expanding community to discuss issues, gather information, and seek help. Global literacy has to do with
the capacity to read, interpret, respond, and contextualize messages from a global perspective. Technology
literacy has to do with the ability to use computers and other technology to improve learning, productivity, and
performance. Visual literacy has to do with the ability to understand, pro- duce, and communicate through
visual images. Lastly, we have information literacy which describes the ability to find, evaluate, and synthesize
information (Robin, 2008).

1.3.1.4Cases of DS in education
Rina Benmayor took in 2000 a storytelling workshop and since then she incorporated Digital Storytelling in her
Latina Life Stories class. Students, the majority of whom are Latina/o, author their own life stories digitally,
combining voice, music, and images. Then, they theorize their digital stories, much the way Latina writers have
done, exploring how to create new knowledge and theory. At the end of the course each student receives a CD
of all the class digital stories to keep. These digital stories were 3 to 4 minute digital multimedia “movies” that
combine an original story or script with images, music, and above all, a narration in the author’s own voice. In
the begging, a personal narrative turns into a short script. Then the author records his script, selects and scans
visuals (photos, video, creative drawings, clip arts) and chooses a music track to run underneath. Although
there are many multimedia authoring software packages available, Benmayor’s students used Power Point
because they were more familiar with it. Once completed, the stories are converted into QuickTime movies
and burned onto a CD-ROM disk so that they can be played on any platform (Weis, Benmayor, C., & B., 2002).
Banaszewski with his turn describes in 2002 a digital storytelling project he completed with fourth and fifth
graders in Lexington, Massachusetts. He began the project by selecting a topic that students could use to tell a
meaningful story with a personal connection. Then, students wrote about a place that was important to them
and began writing an outline. These prompts encouraged students to answer several questions— like what is
your earliest memory of this place, what are your feelings when you are there, and what difference does this
place make in your life (Banaszewski, 2002). Once students had their ideas written about their important place,
they added a visual dimension. The students kept revising and editing each other’s stories as they were adding
the digital elements. The technology elements were taught in a systematic way by modeling and how to use
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the tools, how to add sound and graphics, but the focus was still on representing the story using appropriate
pictures, music, and voice. Banaszewski modeled the story-coaching approach by presenting his own digital
story about an important place. As students presented their own stories, peers offered suggestions and praise.
Students were encouraged to ask questions. At the end of the project, Banaszewski (2002) concluded
“everyone has a story about a place that is important to him or her, and that by using multimedia to develop
and share those stories, we strengthen our understanding of our communities” (Behmer, 2005).
In another example, middle school language arts students in Virginia were asked to tell a personal narrative
and use only still pictures to tell it (Kajder et al., 2004). For this project, students gathered artifacts about an
event that they believed was significant in their lives. Since writing can be difficult for some students, this
digital storytelling project provided them with a new way to share their personal stories. According to the
teacher, students acquired a greater understanding of what it meant to be a writer and they were more
motivated to read for the significance of the personal stories they read (Behmer, 2005).

1.3.2 Interviews in education
Another activity that can take place in Web Radio is an interview. Students have the possibility to interview
their peers or some adults on a specific subject, while the audience can take advantage of interview’s content
and learn many new things. This interview is recorded and then presented either simultaneously or at another
time, according to the educational needs.
Burns (1999) contends that “Interviews are a popular and widely used means of collecting qualitative data.”
(Burns, 1999). The inquirer intends “to obtain a special kind of information” (Merriam, 1998) and “investigates
for himself/herself what is going on in the respondent’s mind”. Flick (2006) adds that the purpose of interview
“is to reveal existing knowledge in a way that can be expressed in the form of answers and so become
accessible to interpretation.” (Flick, 2006). In general, interview can be conducted in two forms: person-toperson and group or collective formats. Merriam (1998) believes that both these forms of interview are a kind
of goal oriented conversation (Merriam, 1998).
Patton (1990) divides interviews into four major types: a) informal conversation interview, b) interview guide
approach, c) structured open-ended interview and d) closed, fixed response interviews (Patton, 1990). The
informal conversation interview is usually conducted without any predetermined questions and without any
order. The questions emerge from the natural flow of conversation. At the other end of the continuum is the
structured open-ended interview. In this type of interview the questions are predetermined with almost fixed
order. Also, a closed or fixed response interview is similar to a closed-ended questionnaire in which the
respondent only answers the interviewer’s questions in a fixed format and order. In fact, the respondent is
barely free to express himself/herself. This type of interviewing is too mechanistic and bores the interviewee.
However, at midposition on the continuum is the interview guide approach. In this form of interview, the topics
and questions are specified but they can be reworded in any sequence according to the situation.

1.3.2.1Considerations for interviews in education
Students can interview either other students or adults on a specific subject and give some information to their
audience. Interview is an interactive procedure which presupposes that students know some specific rules that
make an interview successful. In more details, the interviewer must know how to ask in a proper way, how to
stay to the point, how to get prepared for the interview, how to manage time and so on. There are some steps
that can lead to the writing of a successful interview protocol (Jacob & Furgerson, 2012).
First, students must pick a topic that is interesting to them and peaks their curiosity. When they are interested
their project will be fun, invigorating, and will seem easy because they enjoy working on it. But if they are not
interested, their project will seem hard or time consuming and risks a lack quality because of their lack of
interest. Then, they should take under consideration that research should guide their questions. Before even
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writing the first question, they should know what the research literature says about the people they are
studying. Using research to guide their questions means that they have done a thorough review of the
literature and that they know what other scholars say about the people they are studying. It also helps them
focus or narrow their questions in ways that will create meaningful data (Jacob & Furgerson, 2012).
As far as the questions is concerned, they must be open ended. This happens because close-ended questions
will not allow the interviewee to offer them any additional information. The goal of qualitative research is to
uncover as much about the participants and “yes” or “no” questions don’t help the interviewee to reveal more
of himself. Students must start with the basics asking their interviewee basic background data about
her/himself (things like name, where they grew up, etc.) as a way of warming up their participant. They should
look to the literature to help them decide what background data is important to collect. Moreover, it is good to
begin with easy to answer questions and move towards ones that are more difficult or controversial. The idea,
again, is to slowly build confidence and trust with the interviewee. The phrase “tell me about...”is great way to
start a question, because it subtlety commands the interviewee to begin talking. It keeps the question general
enough that the interviewee can take the question in several directions and leaves room for ideas, impressions,
and concepts which students have not thought of to emerge from the data (Jacob & Furgerson, 2012).
Merriam (1998) cautions against using the following type of questions: multiple questions (e.g. How do you feel
about the instructors and classes?), leading questions (e.g. What emotional problems have you had since
leaving your job?), yes-or-no questions (e.g. Has returning to school been difficult?). Generally, multiple
questions confuse the respondents. Merriam (1998) points out that “Leading questions reveal a bias or an
assumption that the researcher is making, which may not be held by the participants. These set the respondent
up to accept the researcher’s point of view.” Finally, the yes-or-no questions hardly provide any useful and
relevant information (Merriam, 1998).
Another rule that students can follow is to write big and expansive questions. This kind of questions allows the
participant to take their question in several directions. When they write big questions, their participant will
might say things that they would have never thought to ask and often those things become one of the most
important parts of a study. It is also good to use prompts. That means that they ask the general question, let
the interviewee talk in any direction, and then use their prompts to get at pre-planned specifics they did not
mention. Creating prompts for each question helps keep them on track (Jacob & Furgerson, 2012). Many times,
when students are conducting interviews a follow up question may pop into their mind. If a question occurs in
the interview, then it is good to ask it. Emergent design (Creswell, 2007) is one of the hallmarks of qualitative
research and sticking to an interview protocol exactly does not allow for the design to emerge naturally as they
conduct research. If students go off book from the interview protocol, they may find something interesting that
they did not expect (Jacob & Furgerson, 2012).
Moreover, students must have in mind the length of the interview. They must think about their participants
and who they are as they design the length of their interview. It should be noted that six to ten well-written
questions can easily take an hour to an hour and a half to get through. Asking someone to devote more than an
hour and half of his time can become problematic for several reasons. Before the real interview, students can
practice their questions with a friend in order to see if other people understand what they are trying to ask. It is
good to find a couple of people that are close to the population they wish to study (Jacob & Furgerson, 2012).
Apart from the aforementioned, there are also some tips for a good interview. Students must start with their
script. Script is important, so that they do not inadvertently neglect sharing important information with their
interviewee. While students do not need to read the script word for word, it is important that they have it in
front of them and they follow it carefully. The information the script provides to the participant helps them
understand their rights as a person being studied and it ensures that students conduct their research in an
ethical manner. Moreover, students can use some type of recording device and only take brief notes so that
they can maintain eye contact with their interviewee. It is important to note that by choosing to rely on a
recording device rather than hand written notes, means that students should make sure that their equipment
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is in working order and make sure they have back up plans, if the equipment fails (Jacob & Furgerson, 2012).
Another important issue is to arrange to interview your respondent in a quiet, semi-private place. It is
important to choose a locale in which a quality recording can be made. Flick (2006) states that the interviewer
should attempt “to create a good atmosphere in the interview and to give room to his/her interviewees to
open up.” (Flick, 2006). The interviewers must be sure that both them and the interviewee block off plenty of
uninterrupted time for the interview. It is also important to have genuine care, concern, and interest for the
person you are interviewing. So, it is good to look their respondent in the eye, listen intently, and find out what
is interesting about him/her. Students must use basic counseling skills to help their interviewees feel heard.
Learning skills such as attending and reflection (Conte, 2009) coupled with understanding nonverbal behavior
help people understand that you are not only listening, but you are also understanding what they say. When
people feel heard and understood, they are more likely to share.
Before they interview someone, students must have in mind that that they have to listen carefully to what the
interviewee is talking about. It is important to remember that while they are getting to know their interviewee
they should not let their experiences overtake theirs. Finally, a good interview ends with the script, just as it
started. Just as the beginning script contains important information that their respond needs, so does their
ending script (Jacob & Furgerson, 2012).

1.3.2.2Applications of interviews in education
After giving all some useful information about how to construct a successful interview, we can give some
examples of students interviewing other people. So, we can talk about Oral History Archives Project (OHAP).
This is a unique combination of a high school class, professional style Web site, and a groundbreaking digital
video oral history archive based at The Urban School of San Francisco, an independent high school located in
the heart of the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood. Students are trained in oral history technique and they conduct
two-hour interviews, mostly in the homes of the elders. Students work in teams to complete the background
research, prepare their topics of inquiry, conduct the interviews, manage the digital video camera,
microphones, lights and other digital equipment, and tirelessly transcribe the entire interview. Engaging
students in conducting authentic interviews using video and publishing to a worldwide audience represents a
paradigm shift to both the field of oral history and to the notions of the limitations of students’ contributions to
society. Students engage in a variety of learning and preparation activities prior to the interview, including
conducting background research, learning oral history technique, and gaining exposure to key sensitive socialemotional issues involved with interviewing elders who experienced traumatic events (Levin, 2011).
Whenever possible, students conduct a pre-interview with their witnesses. A wide range of pre-interview
opportunities are implemented, including school-hosted lunch events where all the witnesses come to dine
and meet their student interviewers, student team visits to the witness’s home—either on their own or with an
instructor, conference-call style telephone conversations, and even e-mail exchange of questions. During the
pre-interview, students not only gather essential information (names, key dates, and a quick chronological
listing of major personal story elements), but also build the informal personalized connection with the witness.
Telephone communication is usually strained, hindered often by the elder witness with poor hearing as well as
the lack of visual and personal context that is further complicated by the cross-generational nature of witness
and interviewer. The best pre-interviews invariably are those involving face-to- face meetings. This often poses
logistical challenges given the need to align several schedules. For the most part, students arrange this process
on their own, but with clear advice from their teacher on how to conduct the pre-interview (Levin, 2011).
Student teams conducting a second, follow-up interview have other preparation procedures. Follow-up
interview students study the previous team’s preinterview questionnaire and focus on the transcript of the
original interview, looking for missed opportunities and topics requiring greater elaboration (Levin, 2011).
Another important feature of interviews is the dominance of video. The final key feature of the project is the
publication to the world via the multimedia Web site, www.tellingstories.org. Through this publication,
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students can share these important stories with the broadest possible audience. Many teachers and professors
from around the world are using these interviews as they direct students to study twentieth-century world
history (Levin, 2011).
Another oral history project is the Uni High Oral History Project. At University Laboratory High School (Uni) in
Urbana, Illinois, students begin the common sequence of history courses by collectively undertaking an
intensive oral history project which has real-world application and creates authentic engagement with the past.
The project is two-tiered. At one level, the eighth-graders in this five-year school, officially called subfreshmen,
conduct the initial research and collect the raw materials. In social studies class, they study the background
history, work in teams to conduct and record oral history interviews with community members at the local
public radio station, transcribe the audio, and process the stories through writing. On another level, a select
group of students in grades nine through twelve, known as interns, work in designated teams to do both the
groundwork of choosing a topic and finding interviewees, as well as the processing and production to turn the
raw material into a professional-quality one-hour radio documentary that airs on local public radio. It is
through this two-tiered structure that Uni’s oral history project is able to provide students at multiple levels
with valuable skills and to encourage authentic engagement with the material and a sense of ownership of
their work. Additionally, this approach to doing oral history is rooted in a partnership with a public radio station
and privileges short- and long-form radio documentary as means of teaching students to create primary
source-based historical narratives. The dissemination of student-produced oral history via public radio enriches
not only those directly involved with the project, but also listeners in the wider community (Gautam, Morford,
& Yockey, 2015).
For students, doing oral history means engaging in the creation of history as they rarely have before. When
they create timelines of their interviewee’s life compared to the national events going on and write essays
using the interview they helped create, they are likewise engaged. Authentic engagement means that students
understand and are motivated by a larger goal and purpose because their work relates clearly and meaningfully
to the real world. The Uni High oral history project, with living, breathing interviewees and a live, listening
audience becomes more than just another project for students. Ultimately, the project’s goal is to help
students engage with history—not as a set of facts and dates but as a way of making sense of the past by
creating narratives that are rooted in the stories of real people. History is not a static realm of knowledge, but
rather a way of thinking that requires curiosity, attention to detail, and sustained reflection on their part
(Gautam, Morford, & Yockey, 2015).
Every phase reinforces central tenets of Uni’s social studies curriculum by giving them meaningful
opportunities to practice thoughtful inquiry and habits of historical thinking. In conducting background
research on the topic of their project and familiarizing themselves with the life history of their team’s
interviewee, students learn to put seemingly disparate events and details into chronological order. In this way,
students learn to pay attention not only to chronology but also to context—the specific details of time and
place—and to make this sensitivity a constant element of their inquiry. They learn the advantages of using a
chronological framework when organizing a narrative that moves between an interviewee’s personal
experiences and events of relevance to broader communities at the local, state, national, or global level
(Gautam, Morford, & Yockey, 2015).
Another essential skill that is honed through the oral history project is the ability to formulate good openended questions—ones that do not limit possible responses or presume any simple causality, but instead invite
interviewees to respond openly and in detail. Of course, asking good questions is only part of the process.
Students also learn to listen carefully, to pick up on key details in an interviewee’s answer, and to pay attention
to tone of voice and body language. When conducting interviews, students realize the difference it makes
when they build on what an interviewee has said in asking a subsequent question (Gautam, Morford, & Yockey,
2015).
Doing oral history also helps students grow personally and in confidence. As secondary-school students, they
are still often used to following the lead of adults. Yet in an interview setting, they are the ones who formulate
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and ask the questions. It can be very empowering for adolescents to have a meaningful conversation with an
adult who is not a teacher, a coach, or a family member, and to know that they were the ones who gave shape
and purpose to that dialogue. Although as novice interviewers, students often worry that they will offend their
interviewee, their fears prove to be baseless. Instead, they are often lauded for the insightfulness of their
questions or the depth of their preparation (Gautam, Morford, & Yockey, 2015).

1.3.3 Podcasting in education
Between 28 September 2004 and 28 September 2005, the number of webpages found by the Google search
engine containing the term ‘podcasts’ increased from 24 hits to more than 100 million (Searls, 2005, as
mentioned in (Copley, 2007)). Consequently, in 2005 a new technological tool was announced by the editors of
the New Oxford American Dictionary as the word of the year: podcasting (Skira, 2006). Podcasting is a medium
through which a wide variety of messages can be communicated. Vogele and Gard (2006) distinguish three
categories of administrative podcasts (e.g. general information, guides), special lecture series (guest lectures,
commencement lectures, etc.), and classroom podcasts (anything involving curriculum teaching) (Vogele &
Gard, 2006). We are concerned only with the last category that includes podcasts that are substitutional
(documenting or substituting classroom teaching), supplementary (providing summaries of classroom teaching
or additional materials), or creative (productions by learners) (McGarr, 2009). Nowadays, existing literature has
identified three academic uses of podcasting ( (Donnelly & Berge, 2006)), which are to disseminate course
content, to capture live classroom material, and to enhance studying. There are two basic types of podcast use,
both of which find a place in education field. First is to retrieve information (accessing podcasts created by
others) and second is to disseminate information (creating and sharing podcasts). The real power of podcasting
is twofold: it gives learners point-of-need access to information, and it disseminates information in exciting
new ways. Students eagerly and actively participate in the creation of content-rich podcasts, and those who
publish their podcasts publicly are quickly connected to the world community (Anderson, 2005).
But, how podcasting is related to Web Radio? In its relationship to the educational institutions, the web radio
makes available the virtual space and a group of technological interfaces for the lecturers to divulge their
scientific works, suggest readings, stimulate the debate on themes related to their disciplines (discussion
forums), to inform grades, tests, interviews, divulge local, national and international academic events
(congresses, seminars, talks, colloquiums, meetings...), store lectures in podcast (in a way that the students can
have access to the discipline contents in any part of the world). Apart from these, it gives possibilities of
synchronous and asynchronous communication with the broadcasting station, through e-mail, blog,
messenger, myspace, twitter, chat, forum, facebook, discussion lists, audioconference and others. Given the
similarity of some characteristics, some authors claim that the web radio and podcast area are the same media.
Although similar, but with distinct features, the web radio and the podcast are complementary, for the sake of
interactivity, ubiquity and flexibility, representing to the user the facility of access to information,
entertainment and knowledge. On the educational field, the cyberspace has enabled the development of
virtual learning environments. These environments focus on the utilization of interaction software and the
Internet itself as a pedagogic interface potentially capable of decreasing geographical distances and increasing
interaction between student and instructor pairs (Teixeira & Páez, 2011).

1.3.3.1Applications and advantages of podcasting in education
Jowitt (2008) made a list of the advantages of podcasting in education:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Portability, flexibility and convenience,
Listening anywhere at any time,
Multitasking while moving about,
Easy Internet access when needed,
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5. Listening repeatedly,
6. Controlling speed of playback,
7. Automatic RSS subscription,
8. Free and individual choice of what to listen to,
9. Special advantages for auditory learners,
10. Enhances services to distance and online-students. (Jowwit, 2008)
Replaying repeatedly may be the most obvious benefit of podcasting. Ample evidence indicates that students
use podcast while doing revisions and preparing for exams. There is also some evidence that they consider
podcasts to be more reliable and effective than their own notes (Evans, 2008). Controlling playback is
particularly relevant in language teaching. The argument that auditory users benefit from podcasting seems to
be rooted in the 1990s discussion of multimedia and learning styles. Donnelly and Berge (2006) found that the
most important advantages of podcasting are that they can be used anytime-anywhere and that users can do
other tasks while they are listening to them (Donnelly & Berge, 2006).
The Duke University iPod First Year Experience Final Report described academic uses for the iPod as falling into
5 categories: course content dissemination, classroom recording, field recording, study support, file storage
and transfer. In the report, one Duke University student remarked that it was very nice that he could listen to
difficult portions several times, while he was doing other things. He also said that the value of listening to the
lectures showed through with a high score on the first exam. The good thing is that this medium can do more
than record potentially drab lectures. Podcasting integrates naturally with audio dependent courses such as
music and foreign languages. For example, music students have used podcasting to listen to, memorize, and
critique classical music and eventually to share original musical works. As far as foreign languages are
concerned, podcasting can give students exposure to native speakers without having to be tied to a school
language lab or stationary computer. Using podcasting technology, students have an easy, inexpensive and
quick way to communicate with other peers across the globe. History and English literature classes have used
podcasting to share time-period music, historical speeches, radio plays, interviews with experts and audio
books. Audio books, newspapers and magazines can be easily disseminated to students through podcasting.
Students can conduct field research by taking an MP3 player with a microphone to interview, take verbal notes,
and record foreign environments (Flanagan & Calandra, 2005).
In a comparative study of 25 students, one class section was taught conventionally while the other in addition
to teaching was provided with recordings of lectures and teacher feedback on recorded group discussions. The
podcast section scored higher in exams and reported higher study engagement than normal (Carle, Jaffee, &
Miller, 2009). Kurtz, Fenwick, and Ellsworth (2007) with their turn replaced conventional lectures with podcasts
(including dialogue) and used classes for problem solving and project work. Compared to the previous
semester of conventional teaching, projects scored 9.5% higher and more high grades were given (Kurtz,
Fenwick, & Ellsworth, 2007). McCombs and Liu (2007) have compared grades for two semesters teaching the
same course with and without podcasts. In the podcasting class 12% more top grades were given, and the
grade average was also higher. Two thirds of the students responded that they found podcasting helpful to
getting better grades (McCombs & Liu, 2007). There are also papers that have emphasized the usefulness of
podcasting in undergraduate education (Evans, 2008; Lim, 2006; Maag, 2006, as mentioned in (Fernandez,
Simo, & Sallan, 2009)).
Some other scholars consider their experiments with podcasting a success. For instance, Kutz, Fenwick, and
Ellsworth (2007) highlight a significant increase in final project grades of their students (Kurtz, Fenwick, &
Ellsworth, 2007). Evans (2008) claims that students are more receptive to learning material provided in the
form of a podcast than a traditional lecture or textbook and that students believe that podcasts are more
effective revision tools than textbooks, and more efficient than their own notes in helping them to learn
(Evans, 2008). Nonetheless, many educators consider podcasting as an exciting learning paradigm of impressive
pedagogical potential and suitable to improve the teaching style of the lecturers and the quality of their lessons
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(Brittain, Glowacki, Van Ittersum, & Johnson, 2006; Cambell, 2005; Cebeci & Tekdal, 2006, as mentioned in
(Lazzari, 2009)). Moreover, learning through listening is greatly appreciated by those students whose learning
style is mainly auditory, while visual learners might benefit from seeing videos from which they can catch
teacher’s expressions and body language (Honey & Mumford, 2006, as mentioned in (Lazzari, 2009)).
Many instructors have implemented podcasts in traditional courses by recording either lectures or providing
supplemental materials to students for access outside of the classroom (Copley, 2007; Fose & Mehl, 2007, as
mentioned in (Bolliger, Supanakorn, & Boggs, 2010)). According to Copley (2007), the majority of students in
traditional courses rated podcasts as very useful and reported very positive experiences. Podcasts were used
by students in the preparation of assessments, note-taking, and review of missed lectures. Evans (2008) reports
traditional learners found the use of podcasts satisfactory, effective, and engaging. Boulos, Maramba, and
Wheeler (2006) suggest that podcasts can be used to offer instructional material in an online learning
environment for students to learn at their own pace and time. Lee and Chan (2007) found that podcasts can be
used in an online environment to help reduce learners’ feelings of isolation and promote a sense of social
presence (Bolliger, Supanakorn, & Boggs, 2010).
Bolliger et al. (2010) conducted a survey in a public research university in the western United States. The
sample included 302 undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in 14 online courses in nine program areas
that utilized podcasts accessible in iTunes University. Courses were taught by different instructors who
included podcasts to share introductions, lectures, and other supplement material. They found that overall
participants were satisfied and motivated by the use of podcasts that were integrated into their online courses.
They also found that users felt comfortable using the podcasts and believed they could learn the content
provided by their instructors. Many participants indicated that the ability to hear their professor’s voice made
them feel more connected to him or her. Of course, students who chose to learn online have mentioned
convenience and flexibility as one of the major advantages of online learning (Bolliger, Supanakorn, & Boggs,
2010).
Podcasting has been used by university academics in a number of ways. Provision through podcasting of
complete lectures or short explanations of difficult concepts, explanation of assessment requirements,
suggestions for further reading or provision of feedback on assessment tasks have been reported in higher
education settings. Recorded material can be edited and indexed before uploading (Lee & Chan, 2007), or
“raw” lectures can be uploaded as soon as practical after presentation (Scutter, Stupans, Sawyer, & King,
2010).
At first glance, there appear to be numerous advantages of podcasting lectures or other information to
students in the academic environment. Students can download audio recordings of lectures from, for example,
university course websites, to clarify areas that they may not have understood in those lectures. With
relevance to cognitive load theories, the review of podcast lectures by students aligns with reported
advantages of learning through multiple senses (Mayer, & Moreno, 2003, as mentioned in (Scutter, Stupans,
Sawyer, & King, 2010)). This work indicates that information received via one sensory channel is not processed
and stored as well as information received from two, such as for example auditory and visual.
Podcasting may also accommodate a wide variety of learning strategies for students. While some students
learn most effectively by taking notes during a lecture and reviewing these in their own study time, others
learn more effectively by active listening, without taking notes (Boulos, Maramba & Wheeler, 2006, as
mentioned in (Scutter, Stupans, Sawyer, & King, 2010).
Podcasting of lectures provides also additional resources for students who are unable to attend face to face
classes. Students who are unable to attend lectures due to sickness, work or family responsibilities can listen to
the lecture in conjunction with PowerPoint presentations, also commonly made available to students. In
addition, as recognized by McKinney and Page (2009), students can be distracted in lectures by other factors,
and may miss elements of what the lecturer is saying (McKinney & Page, 2009).
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1.4 Music (sound) in education
Since most radio shows, whatever is their content, are covered by appropriately chosen music, we should
mention the importance of music in education, not as a particular lesson, but generally.

1.4.1 Music and literacy
Music and literacy go hand in hand. By literacy, we refer to the ability to use language to communicate by
reading, writing, listening and speaking. The national standards for music education also promote literacy.
Singing a varied repertoire of music (Standard 1) often incorporates reading the lyrics of songs. Composing and
arranging music to accompany readings (Standard 4) could involve both reading and writing. Listening to,
analyzing and describing music (Standard 6) involve listening, speaking and writing. Evaluating music and music
performances (Standard 7) involve listening, speaking and writing, while understanding music in relation to
history and culture (Standard 9) frequently involves all four components of literacy (McIntire, 2007).
Literacy is naturally developed through music. Beginning with Jean Piaget in the 1920s, researchers have
demonstrated that young children learn best through play in an emotionally risk-free environment. Rhythm
and rhyme seem to magically increase learning. By adding rhythm, music and movement to a learning
experience, we send messages to the brain through various pathways and create a richer learning experience
(L. J. Andrews and P. E. Sink, 2002, as mentioned in (McIntire, 2007)).
Learning musical skills can be linked to learning literacy skills (see Table 1).
Table 1
Decoding skills

both music and reading involve relationships between
sounds and symbols

Listening skills

both music and reading require aural discrimination
and imagination

Communication skills

both music and the written word involve verbal
expression and articulation, and students can produce
written responses to both

Creating skills

both media are avenues for self-expression

Thinking skills

both offer opportunities for high level questioning to
encourage students to think deeply

Vocabulary development

both are sources of new words and meanings, often
in various languages

Expressive skills

both media allow students to freely convey feelings
and thoughts

Memorization skills

setting facts to music helps students remember them

Large and small motor development

students use various muscles by playing rhythm
instruments, through creative movement, and in
writing
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Researchers have found that musical development and literacy are linked. Lamb S. and Gregory A. (1993) noted
that children achieving high scores on pitch discrimination also did well on phonic awareness and showed good
reading performance (Lamb & Gregory, 1993). In a study of music’s impact on children with special needs,
music study increased language development and emotional adjustment (Blanton, 1962). Hoskins (1988)
reported that the use of music increased verbal response and improved expressive language abilities of
language delayed preschoolers (Hoskins, 1988).
Music and fluency have strong relationships. In 2013, Rammohan used a karaoke type program which helped
raise reading scores. The students became fluent with the karaoke songs much quicker than reading the words
alone. Rasinski, (1990) talked about proper interventions of fluency by using repeated readings (Huckabee,
2013). There are many forms of fluency interventions and they all require some type of repetition of words and
phrases: repeated readings, choral readings, reader’s theater, partner reading, and adult modeling (Reading
Rockets, 2013, as mentioned in (Huckabee, 2013)). Samuels (1997), explained that repeated readings boost
fluency scores; it does not matter what form of repeated readings including: singing, poetry, short repeated
passages, and games (Samuels, 1997).
Research conducted by Mullikin and Henk (1985), explored how background music affects reading
comprehension. The study was conducted using three different reading environments: no music, classical
music, and finally rock music. Mullikin and Henk wanted to see if music as background noise could be used as
an intervention in the classroom to raise comprehension scores. Research shows that the reading setting is
incredibly important to a students’ ability to learn (Mullikin & Henk, 1985). Mullikin and Henk (1985) found
that “classical music seemed to outperform the no music and rock music treatment on all grade levels tested”.
The no music treatment scores were higher than the rock and roll trials every time. They concluded that no
music was a better intervention than using rock and roll (Mullikin & Henk, 1985).

1.4.2 Music, cognition and learning
Referred to the importance of music in education, we have to say a few things about Mozart effect. Many
people believed that simply listening to the music of Mozart would raise their I.Q (Ivanov & Geake, 2003). The
term "Mozart Effect" refers to the finding that 36 college students who listened to a Mozart sonata scored
higher on a cognitive test than without the music. The effect lasted approximately 10 minutes. This study is
highly contested because several researchers were able to reproduce the results and just as many researchers
could not reproduce these vary results (Ivanov & Geake, 2003). Most of the “Mozart Effect” studies have been
limited to adults and the music styles were only limited to Mozart’s sonatas. Due to so many conflicting studies
research claims that music’s effect on the cognitive process is inconclusive (Steele, & Bass, 1999, as mentioned
in (Huckabee, 2013)). Ho et al., (2003) found that music affects children’s verbal memory, which is a direct link
to fluency (Ho, Cheung, & Chan, 2003).
Research suggests that students very seldom read in absolute silence, but they read with background noise
and/or listen to music while they read (Maxwell & Evans, 2000). Several researchers on the Mozart Effect
(McKelvie & Low, 2002) suggest furthering research on how background music might affect students’ cognitive
ability in the classroom. Researchers have further tested this theory by studying different genres and tempos of
music and how they affect different learning processes in children (Schellenberg, Nakata, Hunter, & Tamoto,
2007).
Tze and Chou (2010), studied different types of music, classical and hip hop to see if these types of music effect
comprehension. The result of the study showed that music with a higher intensity such as hip hop is more
draining and degrades learning much more than classical music (Huckabee, 2013).
Aural learners are the students that tap into music easily. They typically are good at music and rhythms.
Learning rhymes for aural learners are simple and make sense to them. They typically are good at singing or at
playing an instrument. Moreover, beats and rhythms make sense to them. Generally, music is beneficial for
those who are aural learners (Scott, 2010).
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Goleman (1998) said that music influences communication and provides a form of personal expression. The
educational system is based on cognitive skills. Goleman suggested that flexibility and empathy are two
necessary skills to have in today's workplace. This supports music for developing the emotional intelligence and
may improve the student motivation in the classroom when little interest is shown (Goleman, 1998).
There are many other researchers who studied the connection between music and learning. Harvey (1997)
stated that the development s in research support the idea that music education ought to be considered a
staple of the main curriculum. He stated that research on the human brain, Gardner’s “theory of multiple
intelligences” (1983), and research by Rauscher, Shaw and Ky (1993) show a causal relationship between music
and intelligence and how music impacts the eight intelligences. Harvey described the tremendous power music
educators have available to help a student reach a potential that may be unaffected by the classroom
disciplines. Calogero (2002) with his turn stated that combining music and reading materials helped children
express ideas and emotions in different ways. Jensen (2002) was supportive of the arts in education too. He
reported that evidence suggests that musical arts are vital to learning (Brogla-Krupke, 2003).
Some researchers have found that students involved in music-performance programs have greater
mathematics achievement than non-music students (Cheek & Smith, 1999; Fitzpatrick, 2006; Kinney, 2008;
Tanner, 2007). A student who pays little attention in mathematics class may be deeply engaged by music class.
Such a student may understand fractions only by relating them to musical rhythms, just as for some students
statistics come alive when related to baseball. Students who participate in the arts tend to achieve greater
success in higher education, their vocation, and civic life (Heath, 2001).

1.5 Edutainment
Radio and consequently Web Radio are strongly connected with entertainment. People of any age can listen
either to the music or to their favorite radio show. However, this doesn’t necessarily mean that radio and Web
Radio cannot be also considered as means for education. So, if we consider that Web Radio is often used just
for fun, while, in terms of education, it can be also be used as a teaching tool, we can say that Web Radio
serves as an edutainment tool.
Edutainment arises from Marshal McLuhan, a sociologist of communication, and from B. Heyman (2002), a
documentarian of the National Geographic Society, mixing the concepts of education and entertainment
(Heyman, 2002). In 1960, both proposed edutainment as a form of communication which uses the game for
educational purposes. In particular, Marshal McLuhan (1998) highlighted that those who distinguish between
entertaining and education ignore that the education must actually be playful and that the entertainment must
simultaneously be educational (McLuhan, 1998). Also, the psychologist and pedagogue Gerald Lesser (1975), a
scholar of Harvard, was a forerunner of edutainment, having realized an educational program for television,
Sesame Street, for children and whose aims were literacy, cultural integration and racism overcoming (Lesser,
1975). It was successful and so it was translated into many languages and spread in several countries.
According to Buckingham and Scanlon (2000) edutainment, is a hybrid genre that relies heavily on visual
material, on narrative or game-like formats, and on more informal, less didactic styles of address. The purpose
of edutainment is to attract and hold the attention of the learners by engaging their emotions through a
computer monitor full of vividly colored animations. It involves an interactive pedagogy and depends on an
obsessive insistence that learning is inevitably “fun” (Okan, 2003).
The person who first puts forward “Edutainment” is Robert Heyman (a medium producer of original American
national geography academic association). He names the game type of his education movie as Edutainment.
Edutainment technology provides the proofs for the amusement of science & education program, it
emphasizes the amusement in process of seeking and discovery, it satisfies learners' curiosity, and it admits the
value of the combination of amusement and education (Wang, Zuo, & Li, 2007).
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Edutainment can also be defined as “a place where children could enjoy what they learn with a combination of
many mediums (sound, animation, video, text, and images) by simply using a computer mouse to point and
click on a particular picture, word, or button. That could also be stories as well as information that will come
alive on a computer screen” (Drain & Solomon, 1996, as mentioned in (Zarina, 2005)).
Edutainment suggests entertaining learning materials, which contain messages addressed to both parents and
children. Through explicit educational claims, edutainment software encourages the parents to believe that
this software is beneficial in developing children’s skills in a variety of subjects. They also raise learners’
expectations that learning can be enjoy- able and fun. The titles of the edutainment software frequently
indicate the nature of these messages: Fun for Brains, Play and Learn. They also use slogans like Tired of
Learning? We got something to keep you edutained! And they add rewards such as: Fun for Brains is fun for
all, You won’t just learn you’ll have a ball! (Okan, 2003). Even this limited number of examples indicates that
edutainment materials are bringing about a change in the definition of the learning process.

1.5.1 Benefits
Benefits of edutainment derive from the fact that brain’s cognitive processes in the moment of playing are
similar to the ones occurring in the moment of learning, so that they immediately produce motivation,
repetition, self-control, meanings and the elaboration of big quantities of information (Corona & Cozzarelli,
2011, as mentioned in (Corona, Cozzarelli, Palumbo, & Sibilio, 2013)). Children, who must be the focus of the
educational action, move in the multimedia context where they learn by playing and using the mouse,
exploiting the sensory-motor attitude of learning based on direct experience of doing. This is a way of teaching,
different from that making exclusively use of books and for which it is difficult to promote learning in a playfulcreative way. Children and kids are extremely interested and involved in playful-creative activities they
participate in, using several tools and sources according to the principle and the targets of edutainment. The
percentage of kids that, thanks to school and to other educational contexts, participate in laboratory teaching
activities structured to use technological tools such as Cd-Rom, Dvd, and videogames, is very high (Corona,
Cozzarelli, Palumbo, & Sibilio, 2013).
Moreover, an edutainment system can overcome the distance, which means that wherever the student is,
he/she can receive the best education immediately. It improves also the relationship between teacher and
students. Teacher no longer stands behind the platform while teaching. He will go into the students by playing
a role in the game. And he no longer asks students answer questions in class. Students from their side, are no
longer afraid of the teacher. This happens because they don’t know who is the teacher and because they are in
the game world where there is no punishment. Finally, an edutainment system improves student’s
communication ability. Entering a new edutainment system means that students have to know some new
friends through communication, if they want to play the game well (Rapeepisarn, Wong, Fung, & Depickere,
2006).
Some developed countries have the following characteristics as far as the edutainment technology is
concerned. In abroad, the main form of Edutainment is the explored or simulated Electronic games which
designed by Game companies, the Educational television program which directed by TV station, and the Robot
toy etc. For example, The Discovery Channel and the National Geographic Channel in USA have confirmed that
there is a world-wide market for well-produced programs with solid educational content. The US also has the
Learning Channel and recently the History Channel made a deal with Southpeak Interactive to produce serious
edutainment programs. There are numerous lists of edutainment examples. One characteristic of edutainment
is a combination of figures from popular culture with fantasy worlds in order to achieve serious educational
goals (Wang, Zuo, & Li, 2007).

1.5.2 Edutainment in the classroom
Millennials, students born from the 1980s to the early 2000s, have expectations that the classroom experience
will be more than just educational. Students today expect to be entertained as well as educated. Edutainment
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combines entertainment with the delivery of lessons (Arnold, 2005). Prensky (2004) characterizes the student
of today as a “digital native” who operates at “twitch speed” expecting instant responses and feedback
(Prensky, 2004).
The application of edutainment and multimedia presentation is gaining popularity in many college classrooms
across the globe (Berk, 2009). Examples of edutainment applications in the classroom include the use of
television, movies, videos, museum exhibits, and computer programs not only to attract and maintain an
audience through entertainment but also to deliver educational content.
The use of videos in the classroom is not a novel concept. Instructors have been utilizing 16mm projectors, VCR
tapes, and DVDs to enhance the classroom experience for decades in classrooms ranging from kindergarten to
graduate schools. What has changed is how easily videos can be integrated into the classroom of today. The
Internet, supported by the growing popularity of Web 2.0 content, now provides instructors with access to
millions of videos with the click of the mouse. Educators now have access to many types and genres of video
content for little to no cost including both professionally created videos and user generated videos (Steffes &
Duverger, 2012).
There is a large body of research on the brain that provides a theoretical framework for why videos can be
used to impact classroom learning. Research into Gardner’s multiple intelligences (Gardner, Multiple lenses on
the mind, 2005) suggests that humans possess verbal/linguistic, visual/spatial, and musical/rhythmic
intelligence among other intelligences. Students possess these intelligences to varying degrees as the
intelligences manifest on an individual basis as strong or weak (Zull, 2002, as mentioned in (Steffes & Duverger,
2012)). Videos are a superior tool that can be used to engage verbal/linguistic, visual/spatial, and
musical/rhythmic intelligences (Gardner, Can technology exploit our many ways of knowing?, 2000). Additional
streams of research suggest that videos can be used to deepen learning by eliciting emotional responses tied to
music and other emotional stimuli. (North & Hargreaves, 1997; Robazza, Macaluso, & D’Urso, 1994, as
mentioned in (Steffes & Duverger, 2012)). Videos can also be used as a tool for engaging both hemispheres of
the brain; the left logical/analytical brain and the right nonverbal/creative brain. Through dialogue, plot, visual
images, sound and relationships, videos effectively stimulate the whole brain (Hebert & Peretz, 1997; Schlaug,
Jancke, Haung, Staiger, & Steinmetz, 1995, as mentioned in (Steffes & Duverger, 2012)). Finally, Steffes and
Duverger (2012) found that edutainment with videos has positive effects on long term memory (Steffes &
Duverger, 2012).
Apart from the educational use of videos, there is evidence that robots have a particularly motivating
technology and that the use of Robotics tools in teaching contexts offers the opportunity to build a bridge
between entertainment and education (Miglino et al., 1999, as mentioned in (Bilotta, Gabriele, Servidio, &
Tavernise, 2009)). As Lund and Pagliarini (2001) assert, some robots have a static morphology (e.g. Furby),
while others have a variable one (e.g. Lego® Mind- Storms TM, Fischer Technic robot). The robots with a
variable morphology, give the user the opportunity to build, plan and program different kinds of robotics
artifacts. This latter Edutainment Robotic kit has been built in accordance with learning principles derived from
Piaget and Vygotskij’s theories of cognitive development, as revised by Papert (1991), which portray learning as
the acquisition or ‘construction’ of knowledge through observation of the effects of one’s actions on the world
(Papert & Harel, 1991). The constructivist approach promotes a kind of learning in which the educator does not
transfer information, but is rather a facilitator of learning, leading the working group, and so the learner
enhances his/her knowledge through the manipulation and construction of physical objects. There are reports
of improved performance in Mathematics, Physics, and Engineering courses resulting from educational
Robotics projects (Bers & Portsmore, 2005, Nagchaudhuri et al., 2002, as mentioned in (Bilotta, Gabriele,
Servidio, & Tavernise, 2009)).
Storytelling can also be included in edutainment’s tools. Storytelling, edutainment, and collaborative
interaction are all powerful paradigms to promote learning in young kids. The FaTe2 project offers a
combination of these paradigms by providing a web based, multi-user, two and three dimensions virtual space
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where children (aged 7-11) can meet, chat, explore, play, and perform storytelling activities in collaboration
(Garzotto & Forfori, 2006).
The FaTe2 project exploits a “child-centered” design approach, which was informed by field studies on
traditional and computer based kids’ storytelling and on 3D web cooperation. Many studies in the
psychological and pedagogical literature suggest that storytelling is an extremely important developmental
area for children, promoting a wide spectrum of cognitive functions and skills: expression, communication,
recognition, recall, interpretation, analysis, and synthesis (Druin, 1998, as mentioned in (Garzotto & Forfori,
2006)). FaTe2 supports kids not only as story “consumers” or “spectators” but also as “narrators” and
“directors” (Marshall et al., 2002, Prada et al., 2000, Robertson & Good, 2003, as mentioned in (Garzotto &
Forfori, 2006)). By giving space to “children’s voice” (Cassel & Ryokoiai, 2001, as mentioned in (Garzotto &
Forfori, 2006)) and promoting spontaneous storytelling, FaTe2 project provide a means to stretch kids’
imagination, practice their language, and develop important narrative skills.
The idea underlying edutainment is to promote learning by merging educational contents and entertainment
activities that increase engagement, emotion, and motivation. FaTe2 exploits the edutainment paradigm by
integrating the 2D storytelling environment with a 3D interaction space and a variety of games. Games are
integrated with the story telling environment, and exploit both 2D and 3D interaction. They are inspired by
story characters and events, and involve various story elements and story grammar concepts. Games have
been designed to increase kids’ intrinsic motivation (Lepper & Malone, 1987, as mentioned in (Garzotto &
Forfori, 2006)) towards narrative activities and also to achieve other complementary educational benefits.
Competition is a way to increase interest and engage kids emotionally (Lepper & Malone, 1987, as mentioned
in (Garzotto & Forfori, 2006)). In a FaTe2 experience, children can be organized in two teams, and when a kid
completes a game, she gains points for her team. Finally, FaTe2 supports social interaction that goes beyond
collaborative storytelling and gaming. A chat tool supports verbal interaction, collective decision making,
conflict resolution, enabling both broadcast messages, visible by all users and “whisper messages”, visible
within a team only. The chat also promotes the sense of collaboration on community, since, for example,
remotely located kids can introduce themselves and their class, express who they are to each other, and
comment/discuss the experience as it evolves (Garzotto & Forfori, 2006).

1.6 User generated content (UGC) and Web Radio
1.6.1 Web 2.0 technologies: a prerequisite for UGC
User-generated content (UGC) refers to media content created or produced by the public rather than by paid
professionals, and primarily distributed on the Internet. Although the creation and dissemination of content
has been a constant for hundreds of years, the potential for an ordinary consumer to communicate with and
influence a mass audience was only recently put within reach given the advent of Web 2.0 technologies
(Daugherty, Eastin, & Bright, 2008). Under the Web 2.0 environment and enabled by an outburst of free
publishing tools, user-generated content is influencing traditional media and giving an independent voice to
viewpoints previously disenfranchised by the corporate media. Within Web 2.0, the web is seen as a platform
for service delivery, which emphasizes user control, participation and emergent behavior and can be defined
as a way of creating pages focusing on micro-content and social connections between people (Alexander,
2008, Herring et al., 2005, O’Reilly, 2005, as mentioned in (Leung, 2009).
The emergence of the Internet, by its very nature, has enhanced content and file sharing applications, which in
turn have shaped the creation and distribution mechanisms for UGC. Over time, the Internet has become a
highly personalized information space in which people can tailor their media exposure to their specific needs
and desires (Ting-Teng, Lai, & Ku, 2006).
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1.6.2 Advantages of online interaction
Compared with traditional face-to-face communication, online interaction has the following advantages. It
allows users to compensate for missing cues in images, sounds, texts and other data by using available textual
cues, to focus more on the content by carefully reading, listening, or viewing them, and to engage in more
informal conversations and settings (van Dijk, 2006, as mentioned in (Shao, 2009)).
The ability to publish content in the online environment has been possible since the inception of the Internet,
because personal publication mechanisms are inherent to the structure of this information space. Ιn terms of
media use, one’s willingness to experience UGC depends on his or her attitude toward the consumption or
creation of UGC. However, because individual motivations can vary greatly, people may decide to create UGC
for different reasons (Daugherty, Eastin, & Bright, 2008). Functional theory states that attitudes serve various
motivations, depending on the purpose, such that one's behavior becomes a function of their attitude toward
that behavior (O'Keefe, 2002).

1.6.3 The 2 features of UGC
There are two features that make the UGC experience distinct. First, it involves amateur or petty production of
original content, or the alteration and editing of existing content. Second, it involves sharing it with others,
commonly by posting it on a website or a personal blog (Östman, 2012).

1.6.4 Motivation factors for UGC
Katz's (1960) typology posits that any given attitude serves one or more of four distinct personality functions:
utilitarian, knowledge, ego-defensive, and value- expressive functions. Utilitarian function represents attitudes
based on self-interest. In terms of UGC, people served by this motivational source create UGC primarily for
their own personal incentives. In contrast, the knowledge function recognizes that people are driven by the
need to gain information to organize and understand their environment. That is, we are motivated by the need
to understand and make sense of our experiences. The value-expressive function entails attitudes that allow
people to express or relate their self-concepts and values. Thus, creators of UGC feel inherently gratified with a
sense of self-esteem because they have created content and become members of an online community that
shares the principles they consider important. Finally, the ego-defensive function represents motivations
designed to protect people from internal insecurities or external threats, which serve the internal function of
defending one's self- image. In this case, UGC creators participate to minimize their own self-doubts, feel a
sense of belonging, and possibly reduce guilty feelings about not contributing (Katz, 1960).
Smith (1973) proposes an extension of the value-expressive function, focused on the motivation for social
adjustment, in which people express attitudes or behavior that are agreeable to others (Smith, 1973). Social
function compels people to seek opportunities to interact with friends or participate in activities perceived
favorably by important others (Clary, et al., 1998). In terms of the creation of UGC, the social function would be
a strong motivator, because concepts of sharing and interacting socially are widespread.
Fazio (1986) identifies three key components for the development of an attitude: affection, cognition and
behavioral intention. As it relates to UGC, one’s attitude derives from both the perceived value of the content
and how it relates to his or her existing beliefs and feelings (i.e., motivational sources) (Fazio, 1986).

1.6.5 Connection between UGC and democracy
There is a connection between user generated content and democratic engagement. Gil De Zúñiga et al. (2009)
hypothesized that ‘blogs may constitute themselves as an alternative source of information and political action
organization, resulting in increased political engagement’ (Gil De Zúñiga, Puig-I-Abril, & Rojas, 2009). Also
employing US data, Wei and Yan (2010) found a positive relationship between UGC and offline political
participation (Wei & Yan, 2010).
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Moreover, involvement in user generated content strengthens the user’s expressivity, performance and
collaboration. UGC involvement shares features with how fans and enthusiasts engage with media material, as
documented in ethnographic audience studies (Jenkins, Textual Poachers: Television Fans and Participatory
Culture, 1992). Specifically, it offers audience experiences that are based on online expressivity. Expression
entails additional ‘work’ compared to the processes of comprehension and interpretation normally associated
with media reception. Moreover, UGC involvement entails performative elements since the act of posting
content, whether or not it is produced by the person who posts, is carried out in front of potential audiences (
(Abercrombie & Longhurst, 1998)). Finally, it incorporates collaboration, as user-generation involves editing,
posting, judging, and commenting on the contributions made by the self or others in UGC environments online
(Jenkins, Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide, 2006). These three elements can be linked
to the behavioral dimension of democratic engagement among young people.
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2 IMPORTANCE OF INFORMATION LITERACY IN EDUCATION
2.1 Definitions of information literacy
The term information literacy (IL) has been defined many times through the last decades. In this section, we
are presenting some of these definitions, in order this term to become more understandable.
The most frequently used definition comes from the first national report on the concept that was released by
the American Library Association (ALA) in 1989. “To be information literate an individual must recognize what
information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate and use effectively the information needed.
Ultimately information literate people are those who have learned how to learn. They know how to learn
because they know how information is organized, how to find information and how to use information in such
a way that others can learn from them. They are people prepared for lifelong learning because they always find
the information needed for any task or decision at hand” (American Library Association, 1989).
Moreover, “Information literacy is a survival skill in the information age. Instead of drowning in the abundance
of information that floods their lives, information literate people know how to find, evaluate and use
information effectively, to solve a particular problem or make a decision, whether the information they select
comes from a computer, a book, a government agency, a film or any number of other possible sources”
(American Library Association Presidential Committee on Information Literacy. Final Report, 1989, as
mentioned in (Giguere, Caller, & Locke., 1995)).
AASL (American Association of School Librarians, 1999) stated that information literacy is attained when an
individual possesses the knowledge and skills necessary for processing and utilizing needed information.
McClure (1994) defined information literacy through four dimensions (traditional literacy, computer literacy,
media literacy, and network literacy) as the ability to solve information problems. Therefore, it could be
concluded that information literacy includes: (1) the knowledge of information system, (2) the skills for
acquiring, analyzing, organizing, and evaluating information, (3) understanding the value, functions, and roles
of information, and (4) utilizing information for solving problems (McClure, 1994).
Another definition of the term has been given by Johnson and Webber (2003):
“Information literacy is the adoption of appropriate information behavior to identify, through whatever
channel or medium, information well fitted to information needs, leading to wise and ethical use of
information in society” (Johnston & S., Information literacy in higher education: A review and case study,
2003).

In this broader perspective, information literacy is a kind of critical thinking ability. Often the terms are used
inter-changeably. But a person who is information literate specifically uses critical thinking to negotiate our
information-overloaded existence. He or she asks, what information do I need to address this problem? Where
can I get it? How do I know if this information is reliable? Adequate? (Breivik, 2005). Information literacy works
as a filter: it identifies erroneous, irrelevant or biased information, and prevents its infiltration into the
learner’s system of considerations (Minkel, 2000). Finally, much has been written about the relationship
between information literacy and other literacies such as computer literacy, media literacy, visual literacy, etc.
However, today information literacy is best envisioned as a broader concept that encompasses all of the other
literacies. For example, the definition that Tuckett (1989) has given about information literacy, illustrates the
intimate relation between information literacy and computer literacy, since the latter provides a set of skills
needed at each level of Tuckett’s hierarchy. To be more specific, Tuckett (1989) suggests that information
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literacy can be seen as an hierarchy of skills, at three levels. These levels are: simple information skills (using a
single information tool, f.e. a library catalogue), compound information skills (combining simple information
skills/tools, f.e. preparing a bibliography by searching several databases) and complex/integrated information
skills (making use of a variety of information networks, evaluating and repackaging information) (Tuckett, 1989,
as mentioned in (Bawden, 2001).

2.2 Historical overview of information literacy
Zurkowski, the president of the Information Industry Association, was the first to use the concept of
information literacy in 1974: "People trained in the application of information resources to their work can be
called information literates. They have learned techniques and skills for utilizing the wide range of information
tools as well as primary sources in molding information-solutions to their problems." In this definition
Zurkowski suggested that: (1) information resources are applied in a work situation, (2) techniques and skills
are needed for using information tools and primary sources, and (3) information is used in problem solving
(Zurkowski, 1974).
The concept of information literacy appeared again in 1976, in a paper presented by Lee Burchinal at the Texas
A & M University library's symposium which considered the future of organizing knowledge: ''To be
information literate requires a new set of skills. These include how to locate and use information needed for
problem-solving and decision-making efficiently and effectively." Burchinal's definition linked information
literacy with: (1) skills that include locating and using information; (2) the use of information for problem
solving and decision making; and (3) efficient and effective information location and utilization (Burchinal,
1976).
In 1979, in an article on the future of the librarianship profession, Robert Taylor introduced the concept of
information literacy, noting that an approximate definition of this term would include the following elements:
that solutions to many problems can be aided by the acquisition of appropriate facts and information, that
knowledge of the variety of information resources available (who and where) is a requisite of this literacy, that
the informing process, which is continual, is as important as the spot information process, which is occasional
and that there are strategies of information acquisition (Taylor, 1979).
In the middle of the 1980s, William Demo noted that, along with traditional literacy skills, information literacy
forms the common prerequisite for lifelong learning. In 1985 he defined the term information literacy as the
ability to effectively access and evaluate information for a given need. According to him, information literacy
requires a set of skills (research strategy, evaluation) and knowledge of tools and resources. Moreover, if
somebody wants to become information literate, he must acquire some specific attitudes (persistence,
attention to detail and caution in accepting printed word and single sources). He must also have a “problem”
which he wants to solve through finding, understanding and evaluating the information he finds.
During the 1980s, attention was also paid to the place of information literacy within the literacy spectrum of an
information society. For example, Jan Olsen and Bill Coons also considered information literacy within the
wider literacy spectrum: “We define information literacy as understanding the role and power of information,
having the ability to locate it, retrieve it, and use it in decision making, and having the ability to generate and
manipulate it using electronic processes. In short, information literacy is a necessary expansion of the
traditional notion of literacy, a response to the revolution in which we are living” (Olsen & Coons, 1989).
The Advisory Committee for Education and Information Technology (ACEIT) talked in 1984 about information
literacy and computer literacy (ICL) defining it as "the knowledge and skills concerning the use of computers for
getting information to solve a given problem or to know more about a certain subject, as well as for the control
of processes. ALA's definition of information literacy (1989) is the most frequently used today:
“To be information literate, a person must be able to recognize when information is needed and have the
ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed information. Ultimately, information literate people
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are those who have learned how to learn. They know how to learn because they know how knowledge is
organized, how to find information, and how to use information in such a way that others can learn from them.
They are people prepared for lifelong learning, because they can al- ways find the information needed for any
task or decision at hand”. (American Library Association Presidential Committee, as mentioned in (Behrens,
1994).

2.3 Introducing IL into the education system
Information literacy is an essential 21st century skill. (Bruce, 2002, as mentioned in (Fallon & Breen, 2005).
Universities aim to develop graduates with the skills and capabilities needed to succeed both in the work and
wider societal context, in a few words graduates who have the necessary skills to be independent lifelong
learners. Information literacy enables learners to engage critically with content and extend their investigations,
become more self-directed, and assume greater control over their own learning. (Bundy, 2004, as mentioned in
(Fallon & Breen, 2005)).
Effective information literacy education requires students to be exposed to appropriate recursive and iterative
learning opportunities throughout their undergraduate and graduate degree programs. Students must be
exposed to: repeated opportunities for seeking, evaluating, managing and applying information gathered from
multiple sources and obtained from discipline specific research methods. (Bundy, 2004, as mentioned in (Fallon
& Breen, 2005)).
International best practice also tells us that information literacy skills development and understanding is best
achieved when it is embedded within the context of course curricula, and not separated from it. Information
literacy will not be the outcome of any one single course or module. On the other hand, it will be the
cumulative experience from a range of subjects and learning experiences which creates the information literate
person. (Bruce, 1994, as mentioned in (Fallon & Breen, 2005)).
Integrating information literacy across curricula requires the collaborative efforts of all those engaged in, and
responsible for student learning across the university, including policy makers, program leaders, teaching staff,
librarians, learning advisors and administrators. (Bundy, 2005, as mentioned in (Fallon & Breen, 2005)).
Following that statement, writers and accreditation organizations point to the importance of collaboration
between librarians and teaching faculty. Kenneth Smith stresses the need for librarians to work with faculty
across the curriculum in developing student learning outcomes and offering instruction in information literacy
skills, claiming that faculty will most likely be receptive to including library offerings that complement their own
teaching areas and expertise. He encourages librarians to “engage in dialogue with departmental faculty,”
acknowledging that librarians may have to take the initiative in approaching faculty and identifying the areas in
which the library can offer help in achieving learning outcomes (Smith K. , 2001).
Information literacy is linked to the educational reforms, which call for integrative education. In their book,
Fostering Information Literacy, Helen Thompson and Susan Henley (2000) show how information literacy
competencies connect with the Secretary of Education’s Commission on National Standards and the
competencies established for mathematics, science, social studies, English, and fine arts by their professional
standards committees (Thompson, 2002).
Information literacy competencies are linked to the educational reform calling for more concentration upon
higher level thinking skills. Likewise, information literacy is founded upon a higher level of integration of library
instruction with the teaching of other skills by embedding that teaching into the curricula. Finally, information
literacy requires a higher level of interaction, communication, and planning between faculty, librarians and
others. In an insightful book entitled The Collaborative Imperative (2000), Dick Raspa and Dane Ward, a
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librarian and professor who have collaborated for years, define and give examples of the continuum in facultylibrarian cooperation, starting with simple networking through exchanging information, to coordination
through joint problem-solving and, finally, to collaboration through a sustained relationship to meet
educational goals. Information literacy represent the highest level of collaboration, where faculty and librarians
recognize and act upon their joint responsibility for ensuring that students acquire information competencies
(Thompson, 2002).
Oberman, Gratch, and Wilson (1998) developed a useful yardstick for measuring how far along an institution of
higher education is toward integrating information literacy into the curriculum.
The “Information Literacy IQ (Institutional Quotient) Test” includes these questions about the level of
collaboration: Is information literacy evident in campus-planning documents? Do faculty accept/partake in
responsibility for information literacy? Are there support and rewards for faculty who develop and redesign
curriculum to include concepts of information literacy? Is there collaboration among curricula designers,
faculty, academic advisors, computing staff? (Thompson, 2002).
The integrative and holistic approaches to educational reform usually view information literacy and technology
as part of the educational package. These approaches clearly call for a team-approach to curriculum design,
recognizing the contributions to be made by educational technologists, librarians, and persons responsible for
distance education, writing centers, teaching centers, strategic planning, as well as many others (Thompson,
2002).

2.4 Keys to implementing information literacy education
The role of information literacy is considered a catalyst for educational change. Information literacy education
has the power to transform the learning process into one that will empower learners, and give them the
capacity to engage in self- directed lifelong learning outside the walls of the formal educational process.
Information literacy education involves bringing real life experiences of information use into the classroom and
creating opportunities for critical reflection on the learning process, to foster an awareness in learners of what
they have learned. But, what is required to make information literacy education a key feature of curriculum in
all sectors? Bruce (2001) is giving some answers and we analyze them below (Bruce, 2001).
First, we need a cultural change and a general change in educational values. The adoption of information
literacy education requires first a movement from a content orientation to a process orientation to teaching.
Moreover, shifts from a teacher-centred to a learner-centred view of learning, and an increased emphasis on
understanding the perceptual worlds of students and their pedagogical implications will definitely help the
introduction of information literacy education.
Something else that can also help is establishing policy and guidelines. International, national and institutional
guidelines and policies can direct and support the adoption of information literacy education. Internationally
and nationally, of fundamental importance are policies and guidelines regarding basic levels of information
technology infrastructure, and the need for an information literacy education program in schools.
Guidelines and policies for teacher education, and the establishment of information literacy programs, also
should be dealt with at this level. Finally, we must pay attention to the role of the information specialist in the
learning environment. In schools the role of the teacher-librarian has been shown to be very important for
building information literacy into curriculum. At all levels the information literacy initiative can only be
strengthened, if we see it as a vehicle for enhancing critical enquiry and self-directed learning, and as a
foundational element of a broader focus on lifelong learning.
Information literacy education is strongly connected with teacher education and staff development.
Professional education and staff development programs for teachers and information specialists need to model
and invite scholarly engagement with the idea of information literacy education. To help bridge the gap
between policy and practice they need to reflect the changes to educational culture associated with promoting
lifelong learning. It is important that such programs communicate with teachers, information specialists and
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managers about the character of information literacy, and draw upon their own life experiences to help them
understand the importance of information literacy to learner development. There are some hurdles in such
programs. First there is a difficulty to understand that information literacy is not a pre- requisite to learning.
We are not talking about a program of remediation, but rather about actualizing a way of learning. Another
hurdle is that of modifying, changing or constructing new designs for learning experiences. Then we face the
hurdle of changing how much we expect students to learn. What is important from now on is not the content
itself, but the general ability to learn. The last hurdle is that of technology, since there are problems with
learning to use technology and learning to use technology to support learning. The role of education for
teachers, information specialists and managers, not only in schools but also in the tertiary sector, is critical to
global information literacy education initiatives.
Finally, information technology education, requires partnerships between key personnel. Students,
information specialists, IT specialists, curriculum designers, community organizations, teachers,
amongst others, all need an awareness of the value of information literacy and all need to collaborate
to make possible learning experiences that facilitate information literacy. The most fundamental of these
partnerships at all levels of education, from primary schools to doctoral studies, is the collaborative
relationship between the teachers, information specialists and students. Librarians from their side, must move
towards a broader understanding of the role of information literacy and the information professional in
fostering student learning. It is also clear that educational teams need access to IT expertise as well as
familiarity with learning theory and broader curriculum issues.

2.5 Information literacy standards
National information literacy standards include students’ ability to “use a variety of technological and
informational resources to gather and synthesize information to create and communicate knowledge”
(National Council of Teachers of English and the International Reading Association, 1996, as mentioned in
(Asselin & Lee, 2002)).
Information-literate people think critically and are always ready to doubt the quality of information, even if it
seems “authoritative” and valid. They evaluate and assess every information and use it wisely. Moreover, they
acquire those cognitive skills that are necessary in order to evaluate information in an educated and effective
manner. The main problems in evaluating information lie in the difficulty of assessing its credibility and
originality (Eshet-Alkalai, 2004). But, how do students become information literate? Increasingly students enter
university with highly proficient information and communication technology (ICT) skills. Even though they have
ICT skills, they are not information literate and they don’t have the knowledge and ability to effectively find,
select and use information resources. Academic staff often raise concerns about the high dependence of
students on the use of the internet, the poor standard of bibliographies and the increasing levels of intentional
and non-intentional plagiarism (Fallon & Breen, 2005).
Information literacy standards for higher education were first produced in the US in 2000. They were then
adapted for use in Australia and New Zealand and have since been translated into several languages. The
Australian and New Zealand standards were first produced in 2001 and revised in 2004 (Bundy, 2004). They
include the following six standards: The information literate person:
 recognizes the need for information and determines the nature and extent of the information needed
 finds needed information effectively and efficiently
 critically evaluates information and the information seeking process
 manages information collected or generated
 applies prior knowledge and new information to construct new concepts or create new understanding
 uses information with understanding and acknowledges cultural, ethical, economic, legal, and social
issues surrounding the use of information (Bundy, 2004, as mentioned in (Fallon & Breen, 2005)).
Doyle (1992) gives a somewhat expanded version of these points, in defining an information literate person as
someone who:
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recognizes that accurate and complete information is the basis for intelligent decision making
recognizes the need for information
formulates questions based on information need
identifies potential sources of information
develops successful search strategies
accesses sources of information including computer-based and other technologies
evaluates information
organizes information for practical application
integrates new information into an existing body of knowledge
uses information in critical thinking and problem solving (Doyle, 1992, as mentioned in (Bawden,
2001)).

Another variation is presented by Bruce (1994) who gives seven “key characteristics” of an information literate
person, as one who:
 engages in independent, self-directed learning
 uses information processes
 uses a variety of information technologies and systems
 has internalized values that promote information use
 has a sound knowledge of the world of information
 approaches information critically
 has a personal information style that facilitates his or her interaction with the world of information
(Bruce, 1994, as mentioned in (Bawden, 2001)).
The ALA’s definition of the term (ALA 1989) includes the following: “To be information literate an individual
must recognize when information is needed and have an ability to locate, evaluate and use effectively the
information needed. Ultimately information literate people are those who have learned how to learn. They
know how to learn because they know how information is organized, how to find information, and how to use
information in such a way that others can learn from them”. In more details, according to ALA (1989), in order
to be considered as information literate, students must be competent in six general areas:
 recognizing a need for information
 identifying what information would address a particular problem
 finding the needed information
 evaluating the information found
 organizing the information
 using the information effectively in address the specific problem (ALA, 1989, as mentioned in
(Bawden, 2001)).
A much broader definition of information literacy is given by Rader (1990, 1991). Emphasizing that information
literacy is essential for survival in the future, she argues that the information literate citizen will be
characterized by an ability to acquire and use information appropriate for any situation, within or beyond the
library, both locally and globally. So, information literate people will be able to:
 survive and be successful in an information/technology environment
 lead productive, healthy and satisfying lives in a democratic society
 deal effectively with rapidly changing environments
 ensure a better future for the next generation
 find appropriate information for personal and professional problem solving
 have writing and computer proficiencies (Rader, 1990, 1991, as mentioned in (Bawden, 2001)).
According to UNESCO, information literacy focuses on the purposes of engaging with information and the
process of becoming informed. It is strongly associated with the concepts of learning to learn and making
decisions through its emphasis on defining needs and problems, relevant information and using it critically and
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responsibly/ethically. In other words, the concept of information literacy focuses on the information user as an
autonomous decision-maker, citizen and learner (Grizzie & Wilson, 2011).
Information literacy is described in the Alexandria Proclamation of 2005, as essential for individuals to achieve
personal, social, occupational and educational goals. IL skills are necessary for people to be effective lifelong
learners and to contribute in knowledge societies. This is why IL was endorsed by UNESCO’s Information for All
Programme (IFAP) as a basic human right (Grizzie & Wilson, 2011).

More specifically, to be information literate is to have the thinking and practical skills, knowledge and attitudes
that enable one to make ethical use of information through:
 Recognising a need for information and articulating that need
 Locating and accessing relevant information
 Evaluating content critically in terms of authority, credibility and current purpose
 Extracting and organizing information
 Synthesizing or operating on the ideas abstracted from content
 Ethically and responsibly communicating one’s understanding or newly created knowledge to an
audience in an appropriate form and medium



Being able to use ICT in order to process information.

Thus, information literacy is acknowledged as a dynamic thinking process and a set of competences that is not
totally dependent on the presence of particular information systems and technologies, but which is greatly
influenced by these (Grizzie & Wilson, 2011).
Finally, as described in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)’s Global Project
on Measuring the Progress of Societies, information literacy enables people to move from dependence on
‘knowledge brokers’ to become ‘knowledge builders’ (OECD, 2007).
To sum up, the following information literacy elements are consistent with the definitions of IL developed for
use in higher education and, as argued by Campbell (2004), are applicable across all domains of human
development.
 Recognize information needs
 Locate and evaluate the quality of information
 Store and Retrieve information
 Make effective and ethical use of information, and
 Apply information to create and communicate knowledge (Catts & Lau, 2008).
Below, we are analyzing these elements:
Recognize Information needs. The awareness that information is required to solve problems in the workplace,
to understand civic needs, and to provide for the health and well being of family and community is the first
component of IL. This is the first step also in differentiating IL from the passive reception of given information.
Locate and evaluate the quality of information. The skills required to locate information depend on the
context in which a person is applying their IL skills. In the workplace, the information may be located in
manuals, in published codes of practice, or in dedicated databases. In these circumstances, there is usually
some assurance of the quality of the information source. However, increasingly people seek information using
internet search engines where there is often no filter on the quality of the information located. This is of
particular concern in relation to information on health and well being, and also in terms of information relevant
to social and environmental concerns. Education and training are needed to help people acquire the skills to
not just locate, but also to evaluate information sources.
Store and retrieve information. People have always appreciated the importance of storage of information and
its retrieval for later use. Firms maintain their accounts, stock, orders and, with the digital age, their customer
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profiles. People maintain not only their own libraries, but also in the digital age store knowledge that they have
created as well as phone numbers and music. The capacity to store and retrieve information is therefore an
indicator of IL.
Make effective and ethical use of information. Effectiveness of information use is likely to be encompassed in
surveys of problem solving and critical thinking, as well as in aspects of literacy. Awareness of the ethical
dimension of information use may not be well documented in existing surveys. If this is confirmed it will
indicate a gap to be addressed in future development.
Communicate knowledge. The purpose of IL is to enable people to create and use new knowledge

2.6 Information literacy models
There is a large number of information literacy models that have been designed in different countries. The
information literacy models strive to be effective tools designed to help students in elaborating their research
paths. They make users more aware of the variety of resources available to them and provide them with
information about the utility of each resource, thereby facilitating their choices. Once the user has made an
informal selection among the potential resources available, the model then supplies a research path to assist
the user in locating these resources. The presentation of a rich variety of information resources as well as
suggested paths to retrieve these resources, will improve the quality of search strategies used (Herring, 2006).
We will describe briefly some of the existing information literacy models.
First, we have Eshpeter’s and Gray’s model (1989). In their document “Preparing students for information
literacy: school library programs and the cooperative planning process”, Barry Eshpeter and Judy Gray (1989)
break down the development of research strategies into five phases which represent the information cycle
(Eshpeter, B. & Gray, J., 1989, as mentioned in (Giguere, Caller, & Locke., 1995)). These phases are: preresearch, information retrieval, information processing, information organizing and creating and information
sharing. The literacy model is the framework which helps to organize and illustrate the steps involved in the
retrieval process of a type of resource. It is founded on the belief that research should begin with a
determination of the type(s) of information required to meet a particular research need.
The model is comprised of two components. The first is to identify the categories of the resources. Resources
can be available in print, nonprint, or electronic formats. The identification and analysis of each category of
resource is a task which librarians engage. The second component of the model is comprised of the individual
research paths designed for each category. These paths clearly outline the process, which one might follow in
order to rapidly and efficiently utilize a resource. Use of the model by the student requires that each student
has access to a number of different elements. These are the list of categories of resources available, a
definition of the benefits of using each of these categories, a path or strategy for retrieving the specified
resource and a flowchart depicting the structure of that category. With this knowledge base, the student can
work more autonomously from an early age. Only if students are introduced to this process at an early age,
everything will work in an effective way. If, for example, students learn about dictionaries and encyclopedias at
the primary school level, they will assimilate this information and use it on a lifelong basis. From the teacher’s
point of view, he/she guides the students and describe the selected categories. By doing this, the student can
work more independently, while teacher can do other tasks. Generally, this process fosters independent,
cooperative and resource based learning (Giguere, Caller, & Locke., 1995).
Moreover, very well known is the Big6 model of Eisenberg and Berkowitz (Eisenberg and Berkowitz, 1990, as
mentioned in (Brand-Gruwel, Wopereis, & Vermetten, 2005)). It is selected as a point of departure for setting
up a preliminary model for information problem solving. The Big6 is very famous because it fits in the various
stages of the information-seeking process. Moreover this model has proven to be a successful (Eisenberg,
2003, as mentioned in (Brand-Gruwel, Wopereis, & Vermetten, 2005)) and effective (Wolf, Brush, & Saye,
2003) prescriptive educational model. The Big6 distinguishes six stages in order to foster the information
problem-solving skills: (a) task definition, (b) information-seeking strategies, (c) location and access, (d) use of
information, (e) synthesis, and (f) evaluation. Below we analyze these six stages:
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Define the information problem
The process of information problem solving starts with the “recognition” of a need for information. An
identification of this need can be regarded as the determination or definition of a problem. A problem
definition is comprehensive when a clear description of the problem and the type and amount of information
required for solving it, are given. During the process of defining the problem, prior knowledge is activated in
memory. This is important, because activating prior knowledge makes the integration of the ‘to be found’
information with knowledge that is already available easier (Hill, 1999).
Select sources of information
Once the information problem is formulated, sources of information for solving the problem are considered.
Interesting sources of information are reflected on and based on certain criteria, such as reliability, validity,
preciseness, completeness, accuracy, availability, novelty and costs. This process results in a plan or search
strategy.
Search and find information
Searching and finding information aims at searching the selected sources and finding information within these
sources. The formulated search strategy facilitates the search for information. Once a source is found, it is not
studied in-depth. Instead, the information within a source is scanned and typified as relevant or irrelevant.
When all the selected sources are searched for and sufficient information is located within these sources, a
more profound examination of the information follows. This is seen as part of information processing. The
search strategy for searching and finding information is adapted in case inadequate information is located
within the selected sources.
Boekhorst (2000) emphasizes that, in order to be successful in searching and finding information, knowledge
about information and communication technology is essential (Brand-Gruwel, Wopereis, & Vermetten, 2005).
Other researchers also pointed out the importance of computer skills in this action-directed phase (Sutcliffe &
M. Ennis, 1998).
Process information
During processing the information, the information found is studied thoroughly. This means that information
found is (again) selected, analyzed in-depth, related to prior knowledge and (re)structured in order to reach
deep understanding (Schmeck & Geisler-Brenstein, 1989). While processing information, the relevance and
quality of the information is continuously examined and related to the problem stated.
Organize and present information
The process of organizing and presenting information concerns the synthesis of relevant information into
cogent, productive uses. The form of the product depends on the task one has to perform. Examples of
products are reports, articles, letters, lectures and presentations. Although products differ, the process that
leads to them is similar. This process can be characterized as a structured process of (re)organizing and fixing
information.
Regulation of information problem solving
Regulation plays an important role for the coordination of the process of information problem solving. There is
a set of regulation activities based on research of De Jong & Simons (1988), which is used (De Jong & Simons,
1988). This set of activities includes orientation towards a task or problem, steering the process, monitoring the
process, and testing process and product. Orientation towards a task includes the analysis of the task, and/or
the task performance. The current situation is taken into account, the assignment (task) and the product asked
for is (re)considered, and time on task as well as prior knowledge and competency is examined. Steering is
focused on which activities have to be performed. Steering occurs on a macro level (planning) and on a micro
level (deciding what to do next). Monitoring the process means that someone keeps an eye on task
performance. It is less profound than an orientation towards a task. Testing is aimed at evaluating process and
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product. When this is done during task performance it is formative. In case both process and product are
evaluated at the end of the process of information problem solving this is called summative. Research of Hill
(1999), has revealed that the quality of regulation is directly related to the effectiveness and efficiency of the
information problem-solving process (Hill, 1999). There is also evidence that the use of metacognitive
knowledge and skills during the process can compensate for a lack of subject matter knowledge (Moore, 1995).

Another model that we will describe is the PLUS model (Herring, 1996), which has the merit of being relatively
simple to apply and remember, because it is centered on the four themes of purpose, location, use and selfevaluation. These concepts are expanded into a total of fourteen sub-headings (Markless & Streatfield, 2007).
The model is intended to be an iterative and not a linear model that students can use as scaffold to their
assignment work, but also as a reflective tool to enhance their learning. Some completed studies (Herring,
Tarter, and Naylor 2000, 2002) on that model showed that students were generally positive about the use of
the model, indicating that they benefited from the use of tools, such as brainstorming and concept mapping in
the purpose stage, but that they also used the results of brainstorming and concept mapping when searching,
evaluating information and ideas, and when writing the assignment. Some students indicated they had no need
for such a scaffold and were reluctant to use a model as they preferred their own methods. Interviews with the
class teachers and the teacher librarian revealed that these students were the more able students in the class
and that most students had clearly benefited from using the model (Herring, 2006).
The SCONUL information skills model which was originally published in 1999, but re-presented as the Seven
Pillars of Information Literacy model in 2004, reflecting its increasing use in university libraries during this
period. The model attempted to build some progression into the process of becoming information-literate. It
also referred to the iterative nature of finding and using information, but the model itself did not show where
and how this might occur (SCONUL, 2011).
The Marland model of information skills derived from his ground-breaking work in secondary schools in the
1980s. In 1980 a working group was set up jointly by the British Library Research and Development Department
and the now-defunct Schools Council to produce practical guidance to teachers on developing information
skills. The working party's reports Information skills in the secondary curriculum, was sent to every secondary
school in England and Wales (Rogers, 1994). The report stated:
“Individuals today have an increasing need to be able to find things out. Never before has our lives
depended so much on our ability to handle information successfully. We need to be able to search out what we
require, to assess critically the ideas and facts offered to us, and to make use of our findings. 'Learning to learn'
which begins at school, continues in our adult lives in our work, in our leisure activities, and in any further
education. And yet schools, which are concerned with learning above all else, find great difficulty in teaching
pupils how to learn. Although some pupils are able to use the full range of learning resources which the school
can offer, most are not, and it is a central responsibility of the school to help its pupils to cope with learning”.
(Marland, 1981, as mentioned in (Virkus, 2003)).
The last information literacy model that we will describe is the Big Blue (Mackenzie, Howard, Makin, & Ryan,
2002). The Big Blue framework for information skills was developed as part of an initiative funded by the UK
Universities’ Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) between 2001 and 2002. The Big Blue model focuses
on the changes sought in the behavior of information literate students. The main headings are:
 recognises an Information Need
 addresses the Information Need
 retrieves Information
 evaluates Information Critically
 adapts Information
 organizes Information
 communicates Information
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makes use of Information
reviews the Process

Like the Seven Pillars, the Big Blue model implies that finding and using information is a sequence of steps.

2.7 Why information literacy is so important
There is general agreement in the academic literature that we are currently living in the so-called information
era. It is however clear that there is no standard definition of the information era and that the information
society means different things to different people and is described amongst other as 'post-industrial society',
'information societies', 'knowledge societies', or 'network society' and more recently 'experience societies'
(Webster, 2002). This concept has contributed to the perception that communities who do not have access to
modern Information Computer Technologies (ICT) and who are not able to access and use relevant
information, do not form part of the global information economy and are therefore regarded as information
poor (Britz & Blignaut, 2001). The development of an effective infostructure at school level (bulletin boards,
library, school newspaper, computers, Internet access, school websites, and pupil's home pages) is important
because it will expose pupils to an information environment where they will be able to learn (although in an
informal way) how to access and use information to function effectively (Boekhorst & Britz, 2004).
Information literacy is the essential link between learners and information resources provided by school
libraries. It is that which will empower learning for the 21st century. It is what will enable students to take
charge of their own learning. It is what guarantees unity of education and resources for the 21st century. And
by doing all these, it gives power to transform work, personal performance, and leisure, and to raise the quality
of life.
Despite Zurkowski’s emphasis on the importance of Information Literacy in the workplace, the main arena for
subsequent developments has been formal education. Rader (2002) estimates that 60% of the annual
published output on IL relates to higher education, with another 20% concerned with schools (Rader, 2002).
The school sector is particularly known for the many models of IL developed to support teaching and learning
(Loertscher & Woolls, 2002, as mentioned in (Corral, 2008)). Alongside IL activity in education, there is
evidence of growing interest and concern elsewhere. A report from the OECD (1996) says that, as access to
information becomes easier and less expensive, the skills and competencies relating to the selection and
efficient use of information become more crucial.
Further impetus to the IL movement has come from UNESCO’s sponsorship of two seminal international
meetings of experts in 2003 and 2005, which issued important statements on IL, known, respectively, as the
Prague Declaration and Alexandria Proclamation. These confirmed IL’s critical role in personal, economic, social
and cultural development and asserted the need for governments and others to support ‘vigorous investment
in IL and lifelong learning strategies’ to create public value and enable the development of the Information
Society (Horton, 2006). UNESCO also acknowledges that “information literacy should be introduced wherever
possible within national curricula as well as in tertiary, non-formal and lifelong education programs” (UNISIST
Newsletter, 2003, as mentioned in (Derakhshan & Singh, 2011)).
Students need to define their information needs, formulate key questions and know how to locate, evaluate
and use information from many sources including a variety of online resources. They need to be aware also of
issues relating to the ethical use of information, such as copyright and plagiarism. Students who have been
taught how to use a model or framework encapsulating the above, will almost always be more successful than
those not given such guidance (Kuhlthau, 2004, Todd, 2003a, as mentioned in (Probert, 2009)). Those who
have not been taught the skills, often tend to copy or cut and paste material (Hipkins, 2005, Kuhlthau et al.,
2007, Moore, 2002, Todd, 2003b, Walraven et al., 2008, as mentioned in (Probert, 2009)).
Moreover, schools with a focus on lifelong learning should also have a strong focus on information literacy
development (Bryce & Withers, 2003, as mentioned in (Probert, 2009)). This, as Doyle (1994) points out, ‘‘is
central to all successful learning and, by extension, to all successful living” (Probert, 2009). de la Harpe and
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Radloff (2000) in assessing the characteristics of lifelong learners, described a number of information literacy
strategies and skills that students need to develop in order to become effective learners (de la Harpe & Radloff,
2000). Bruce (2002) also refers to information literacy as the ‘catalyst’ needed to transform ‘‘the information
society of today into the learning society of tomorrow” (Probert, 2009). Generally, due to information
explosion it has become increasingly clear that students cannot learn everything they need to know in their
field of study, within a few years, at school or the university. Only information literacy equips them with the
critical skills necessary to become independent lifelong learners.
Information literacy is important owing to the amount of information that is available in contemporary society.
Simply being exposed to a great deal of information will not make people informed citizens. What they really
need is to learn how to use this information effectively (ACRL, 2000, as mentioned in (Ranaweera, 2008)).
“Data smog” refers to the idea that too much information can create a barrier in our lives. Especially students
and the society require a special skill to handle this fast increasing information, in order to use their
educational and economical purposes more effectively. Information literacy is considered as the solution for
the data smog (ACRL, 2000, as mentioned in (Ranaweera, 2008)). Information literacy allows us to cope with
the data smog, by equipping us with the necessary skills to recognize when we need information, where to
locate it, and how to use it effectively and efficiently. Consequently, it will help decision making and
productivity which is beneficial to the society.
Moreover, due to the information explosion and data smog all students and the society face many difficulties
to locate, evaluate, use, and communicate information. Due to the expansion of internet services we receive a
lot of information that is not evaluated, unlike the printed sources. Hence the authenticity, validity, and
reliability of this information is in doubt. Student centered, inquiry based, problem solving, and critical thinking
proactive learning environment with the help of information literacy skills, will develop deep learners in the
society. Furthermore, information skills are vital to the success in education, occupation, and day to day
communication of all citizens. In the 21st century, lifelong learning has become one of the main themes in the
higher education sector. Therefore, the students need to be educated with regard to the abilities and skills of
how to learn, or learning to learn, by developing the aspects of reasoning and critical thinking. Information
literacy skills will help students to achieve this target in a broader sense, in student centered learning
(Ranaweera, 2008).
Speaking about information literacy education, Bundy (2004) stresses that it requires technology mediated but
not technology focused pedagogy (Bundy, 2004, as mentioned in (Koltay, 2011)). Information literacy
education emphasizes critical thinking, meta-cognitive, and procedural knowledge used to locate information
in specific domains, fields, and contexts. A prime emphasis is placed on recognizing message quality,
authenticity and credibility. Moreover, in the case of information literacy the emphasis is more on the close
connection to print literacy, as without being able to read continuously and correctly it is impossible to exercise
information literacy (Hobbs, 2006b, as mentioned in (Koltay, 2011)).

2.8 Impact of information skills on student learning
First of all, information literacy has a strong impact on perception of self as a person and as a learner. Students
express themselves in a better way, while they participate actively in the educational procedure. They express
greater confidence in asking appropriate questions, in answering questions with less uncertainty, and in
listening and observing more carefully. Moreover students are more able to reflect on their own learning
progress, to find and express their needs more confidently, and to strive to refine the skills where necessary.
Information literacy enhances students self-esteem, since they believe in their own ability, and their
recognition of themselves as acceptable students. Students have now a sense of self control, since now they
have the skills to take control of their learning and the confidence to seek clarification. Furthermore,
information skills help students to take responsibility for their own learning and enable them to learn at a
deeper level. Many students claim also that they understand more subject content in a shorter time and that
active participation in the learning procedure leads to successful learning.
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In addition, some students claim that by breaking down tasks into information skills-related phases, and
systematically applying these phases to the completion of the task, they are more able to effectively organize
their ideas. They seem also to use information skills terminology with ease and understanding and to feel
responsible for their own learning, while they can identify their weaknesses in applying the skills. They now
have a more global view of information, since the last is not connected with a specific school library, and they
are able to separate trivial from significant information. Moreover, information skills help students to improve
both long-term and short-term memory, while they can stay concentrated on a certain task. Students develop
skills of self-directed and autonomous learning, and they are more willing to exchange viewpoints and to
initiate class discussion ( (Todd, Lamb, & McNicholas, 1992)).

2.9 Information literacy and 21st century skills according to UNESCO
The Meeting of Information Literacy Experts coordinated by UNESCO and the U.S. National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science in September 2003 produced the Prague Declaration on Information Literacy,
as well as reports highlighting implications and actions in different areas of work, society, and culture
(Information Literacy Meeting of Experts, 2003, as mentioned in (Johnston & Webber, As we may think:
Information literacy as a discipline for the information age, 2005)). This has been followed up by further
UNESCO-sponsored meetings, for example in Paris in April 2005 and in Alexandria in November 2005, where a
second team drawn from different countries and sectors worked on a statement on information literacy to
contribute to the World Summit on the Information Society (Johnston & Webber, As we may think: Information
literacy as a discipline for the information age, 2005).
Media & information literacy is an umbrella term coined by UNESCO (Wilson et al. 2013, as mentioned in
(Gretter & Yadav, 2016)) that joins media literacy with information literacy while emphasizing the importance
of critical analytical skills for media and information consumers. For UNESCO, an information-literate individual
should know how to access and evaluate information, but also how to use it in an ethical manner; and a medialiterate person should understand the functions of media and engage with the latter for self-expression (Wilson
et al. 2013, as mentioned in (Gretter & Yadav, 2016)). Recently, UNESCO (Wilson et al. 2013, as mentioned in
(Gretter & Yadav, 2016)) published a media and information literacy framework in which it defined the critical
and analytical skills needed for digital users to evaluate information and to recognize the power of media in our
daily lives. The UNESCO framework also defined 21st century skills as the combination of various digital
literacies aiming to empower users through critical and communicative skills (Wilson et al. 2013, as mentioned
in (Gretter & Yadav, 2016)).
In its framework, UNESCO (Grizzle, et al., 2014) highlighted the importance of computing technologies (in
particular the Internet) for media and information literacy in today’s globalized and connected world. The
UNESCO framework (Grizzle, et al., 2014) recognizes the importance of the societal impacts of technology, as
well as the relevance of developing students’ skills in computing technologies. As a result, a simple approach to
teaching 21st century skills could integrate those complementary sets of skills to provide students with a
comprehensive understanding of the role of computing technologies in today’s society.
The UNESCO framework promotes creativity in the form of self-expression. The framework, however,
emphasizes that creativity also comes with issues that digital users of information should acknowledge, such as
copyright and intellectual property. Moreover, to be information literate, according to UNESCO, means to be
able to make decisions based on the knowledge abstracted from specific information. Information literacy
allows users to critically assess the produced information and aims to provide students with the skills to
understand and critically assess the content of each information. UNESCO recognizes that information and
communication technologies together with digital skills, are essential to produce content. Whether visual,
textual, audio, or multimodal, possessing digital skills to communicate ideas is crucial to participate in today’s
Internet era. At the same time information literacy supplies the social skills needed, so as the citizens to
become more and more responsible for the generation of knowledge. This can be seen through the example of
user-generated content (e.g., videos, apps, websites, blogs, online games, social networks, etc.). The UNESCO
framework argues that users should be empowered by acquiring the skills and knowledge to critically interact
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with all forms of media and information online, while it highlights the importance of online security. So,
UNESCO is concerned with issues of personal security by equipping users with the necessary skills to combat
those problems. Finally, the UNESCO framework shows how information literacy can empower digital users
while respecting and promoting others’ rights through ethical responsibility and global citizenship (Grizzle, et
al., 2014).

2.10 Information literacy and 21st century skills according to OECD
We can define 21st century skills and competencies as those skills and competencies young people will be
required to have in order to be effective workers and citizens in the knowledge society of the 21st century. The
information explosion requires new skills for accessing, evaluating, and organizing information in digital
environments. At the same time, in societies where knowledge has a central value it is not enough just to be
able to process and organize information, but somebody must be able to model and transform it to create new
knowledge or to use it as a source for new ideas (Ananiadou & Claro, 2009).
The big amount of available information on the internet, as well as the proliferation of databases, make the
ability to find and organize information quickly and efficiently a critical skill. According to Anderson (2008) the
concept of information literacy focuses on this process. It presupposes that the student first understands and
then clearly defines the information needs on the basis of a question, issue or task, and select the digital
information required in an effective and efficient way considering the problem to be solved. Once the
information has been found, it is fundamental that the student is able to evaluate how valuable and useful the
source and its contents are for the task at hand, as well as being able to store and organize the data or digital
information efficiently so that it can be used again. All these skills are related to information as source
(searching, selecting, evaluating and organizing) (Ananiadou & Claro, 2009).
If we consider information as product, we have to explain what a student can do with digital information once
it has been collected and organized. He or she can transform and develop information in a variety of ways to
understand it better, communicate it more effectively to others, and develop interpretations or one’s own
ideas on the basis of a question, issue or task to be solved. Information and communication technology
provides useful tools to deal with many of the processes involved in these activities. These activities are
integrating and summarizing information, analyzing and interpreting information, modelling information,
observing how a model works and the relations between its elements, and, finally, generating new information
to develop new ideas. The process of developing one’s own ideas is fundamental, since it encourages students
to develop their own thinking. Skills that belong mostly to this sub-dimension (information as product) are
creativity and innovation, problem solving and decision making (Ananiadou & Claro, 2009).
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3 CONCLUSIONS
Web radio and information literacy are two terms strongly connected to one another. Like all traditional means
of information, web radio provides the audience with information, but using web 2.0 applications. As we have
already mentioned, recent advancements in technology have led to the innovation of the traditional means of
transferring knowledge and information (Coccoli, 2014). Having that in mind, we can come to the conclusion
that the audience must be information literate in order to be able to recognize what information is needed,
and have the ability to locate, evaluate and use effectively the information needed (American Library
Association, 1989).
From another point of view, web radio is widely used in terms of education and it is based on an educational
methodology which aims to involve learners actively in audio lessons (Potter & Naidoo, 2006). European School
Radio (ESR, 2015) is working towards this direction, since one of its basic aims is to develop students’ critical
thinking so that they are able to judge the information they receive (ESR, 2015). Critical thinking is a very
important prerequisite in order somebody to be considered as information literate, and it is one of the 21st
century skills. Moreover, since students must be familiar to new technologies to retrieve the information they
need for their broadcastings, it is of great importance that they are information literate. Otherwise, they will be
lost in the great amount of information, and their web searching attitudes will be problematic. On radio, as we
have already mentioned, a teacher can persuade a learner to search out information, evaluate perspectives,
assess outcomes, and reflect on judgements. A radio voice can support the kinds of learning that require the
listener to think, question, analyze, and develop conceptual frameworks (Maskow, 2000).
Web radio is also connected to narrative speech, so that the listener must acquire skills relevant to the
prosodic and paralinguistic features of speech. Generally, in the spoken language the sequence of information
seems to follow the speaker’s thoughts (Chafe, 1979a, as mentioned in Tannen, 1982). So, if we have to do
with a live broadcasting, there may be many pauses, false starts, fillers, repetitions, and backtracks. On the
other hand, there are broadcastings that require from the participants to read a written discourse, which uses
subordinating conjunctions, subject deletion, and other complex morphosyntactic constructions to achieve
cohesion (Chafe, 1979a, as mentioned in Tannen, 1982). In both cases, the participants to a radio show may
influence their audience through the way they are presenting something new, and they may disorientate it. At
this point, the listeners must be information literate, so as not to be manipulated and to be able to distinguish
the truth from the lie. In a few words, they must require both media literacy skills and information literacy
skills.
Moreover, some of the activities that are applicable to web radio, especially interviews, are strongly related to
information literacy. To be more specific, those students who are responsible of presenting an interview they
have taken by somebody, they must know the rules that make an interview effective and appropriate for the
purpose it serves. If they don’t pose the questions they should, or if they try to elicit the answers they have in
their mind, in order to satisfy some personal benefits, they disorientate the public opinion either by
exaggerating or by hiding some information. On the other side, if the audience doesn’t have the ability to find,
compare, distinguish, judge, and evaluate all the elements of an interview, it’s very easy to come to false
conclusions and to form wrong opinion on a specific topic. All these skills make up the term of information
literacy. Even the music that is used as a background in a broadcasting can influence the audience and
stimulate specific emotions. So, one must be information literate in order not to be influenced by those who
want to manipulate him.
Lastly, user generated content (UGC) is related to web radio, since it refers to media content created or
produced by the public and primarily distributed on the internet (Daugherty, Eastin, & Bright, 2008). As we
have already mentioned, the ability to publish content in the online environment has many advantages (van
Dijk, 2006, as mentioned in (Shao, 2009)), but it may be dangerous if the person who either creates or reads a
content is not information literate. Nowadays, all, but especially young children are exposed to a big amount of
information. So, if we don’t know how to find information and how to use it in an effective way, and if we are
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not able to fully understand what we read or hear, we will probably fail to negotiate our informationoverloaded existence.
Generally speaking, web radio, like all mass media, allows the audience to get information for whatever
happens in everyday life. It’s in our hands now to develop all these mechanisms that will protect ourselves
from all those who want to manipulate us. Only school can provide us with the ability to think critically and
judge information before we accept and believe it. To come to a conclusion, both those who create a
broadcasting and those who listen to it must incorporate elements of information literacy.
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